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ABSTRACT

Performance data from the NASA-Army OH-6A higher harmonic control

(HHC) flight test program showed significant reductions in main rotor shaft torque

and engine power in hover and forward flight 1] The unsteady aerodynamics with

the higher harmonic control system application, including wake effects. were con-

siderr.d to study whether such power reductions are feasible

An airfoil oscillating in pure plunge can achieve propulsive tbrce (" Katzrnavr

efi'"." ), as in the case of birds' wings flapping in flight. Here it will be shown

t!'ia this effect can be enhanced in the presence of layers of shed vorticity with

'h- proper phasing. In addition, while it is known that an airfoil oscillating in

pitch, will typically produce drag at most values of reduced frequency, it is found

T!ýat the presence of another layer of shed vorticity of the proper phase, can

;educe the drag on the pitching airfoil depending upon wake spacing, reduced fre-
q. .. .. . .I -1. .. T - . .... .. ' . . .J-I J - - - - I .~....

quenc.,y, pd .hase. UnUder solnet LUIUILII)II II a dduhe .ia.y.. OF I'avers of .i... vu.

ticity will even result in propulsive force acting on the pitching airfoil similar to

the "Katzmayr" effect for the plunging case.

It was found, for the OH-6A helicopter, that the measured reductions in

main rotor shaft torque and engine power are feasible when evaluated with respect

to the "Katzmayr eif'ect" and the additional drag reduction or propulsive force

obtained due to pitch and plunge oscillations with the effect of adjacent wake

layers of shed vorticity.
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NOMENCLATURE

oX angle of attack

a,. pitching amplitudc

p air density

_Q rotor angular speed

W, frequency of oscillation

(Oh natural frequency of oscillation in plunge

01 (X natural frequency of oscillation in pitch

a coordinate of axis of rotation

b airfoil half-chord

c airfoil chord

C1, airfoil lift coefficient

C11  reference airfoil lift coefficient

C12  second airfoil lift coefficient

Cd airfoil drag coefficient

xii



U1d1% average drag coefficient

Cdl reference airfoil drag coefficient

Cd2 second airfoil drag coefficient

Cm moment coefficient

Cpxh propulsive force coefficient due to plunge

Cpct propulsive force coefficient due to pitch

D average drag force

h non-dimensional wake spacing

bo non-dimensional plunging amplitude

k reduced frequency (based on airfoil half-chord)

kp reduced frequency (used by panel code and based on airfoil chord)

L lift force

LYI, Lh aerodynamic coefficients used for Theodorsen analysis

M moment

Mh. Ma1  aerodynamic coefficients used for Theodorsen analysis

xiii



II ratio of frequency of oscillation to rotor speed

N number of blades

Pxh propulsive force due to plunge

P power

R rotor radius

r local radius

S blade area

t* non-dimensional time

U, v free stream velocity

xo coordinate of axis of rotation
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Summary

Open loop performance data from the NASA-Army OH-6A hiigher harmonic

control (HHC) flight test program. Wood et al. [I], show significant reductions

in main ,-otor shaft tcrque and engine power in the airspeed regime from hover

to 100 knots. Depending upon HHC controller phase and helicopter airspeed,

reductions in power were recorded as large as 20 %/c, with reductions of the order

of 10% being typical.

Higher harmonic control is an active hehlcopter vibration control concept

which alters the aerodynamic loads on the rn•tor L):.des such that the blade re-

sponse is reduced. This in turn reduces the vibratory forzes aind moments acting

at the hub, which cause airframe vibration. Basic,.ly, H11C is an electronic,

computer-controlled active vibration suppression system which senses and cancels

vibrations in a helicopter by N/revolution feathering or pitch n-,otion of the rotor

blades, N being the number of blades'. Ver- substantial vibration reduction was

achieved under a NASA-Army sponsored program usinrt ;. modified OH-6A he-

licopter. Higher harmonic blade pitch control was implemcnted by superimposing

4/rev. (32 Hz) swashplate motion upon basic cyclic and c .:!ec6i,.e ,:ontrol inputs.

1 F. Roberts Wood. R. W Powers. J. If. (line, and C. E', I a-n unoid. ( )o v,'. pig and

Flight Testing a flighcr Iarmonic Control System." Journal o)' AII. S January.
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During, the program. in addition to reducing vibration levels, the HHC system

showed the potential for decreased helicopter power requirements. Recent study

of the OH-6A flight test data indicates that the mechanism by which the power

reduction was achieved is related to the unsteady aerodynamics associated with

HHC. This is supported by the fact that higher harmonic control by the very

nature of the method by which it is implemented through oscillating an airfoil

in pitch with resulting plunge motion, requires definition of unsteady aerodynam-

ics to adequately model its physics'

The fundamental closed form solutions of Theodorsen [3)]. and Loewy [4]

provide the basis for theoretical work in this area. The closed form theory

shows rapid changes in the lift deficiency function with changes in reduced fre-

quency, wake spacing and frequiency ratio. In the past, emphasis in the study

of unsteady aerodynamics has tended to focus on flutter instability and the effect

of unsteady aerodynamics on generating lift and torsional loads.

In this research, we are interested in performance. and emphasis will be on

the effect of unsteady aerodynamics on the drag of the airfoil. When the drag

force is reversed, acting to propel the airfoil forward, it is generally referred to

as either negative drag or propulsive force. The classic reference on this subject

is that by Garrick [5].

F. R. Wood, Max F Pl'atzcr. Ahined Abourahma. Mark A. COuch " 0i1 11C thI nstcdv

Aerodynamics ofl Iligher larmionic Control." Paper No C 17. Nincicenth IFuropean

Rotorcraft Forum C'cnobbio Ctolio). Rai,, September 1993.

xvii



While Garrick's [5] work shows that an airfoil oscillatinz in pitch. will

typically produce drag in the lower reduced frequency range, k. it is found that

the presence of another layer of shed ,orticity of the proper phase can reduce

the drag on pitching airfoils and depending upon wake spacing, reduLed frequen-

cy, and phase. may even enhance the propulsive force acting on the airfoil similar

to the "Katzmavr " effect for plunging airfoils.

The specific mnechanisms, that have been used in this research to discuss

the phenomenon of OH-6A helicopter rotor power reduction. are: ( I) the unsteady

.. odynamics associated with a plunging zi.,oil and how that produces a propul-

sive force or decrease in rotor power. (2) the influence of a laver of wake

vorticity on this propulsive force, which represents the influence of the unsteady

aerodynamics of one rotor blade on adjacent rotor blades, (3) the unsteady aero-

dynamics associated with an airfoil oscillating in pure pitch and how this pro-

duces in general a drag force on the airfoil unless accompanied by layers of shed

wake vorticity • and (4) the influence of the phasing of a layer of shed vorticity

on thi,: drag force. and how, depending upon specific phasing., '1- effect on the

airfoil will be either drag or propulsive force.

The analysis of the above effects was based upon; (I) the classical flat

plate unsteady aerodynamic theory for an incompressible fluid of Theodorsen [3],

its extension to include chordwise forces (drag) by Garrick [5], the rotor wake

analysis of Loewy [4], (2) the panel method developed by Plat+.ý et al. [6],

that can be applied f'0 unsteady incompressible flow past airfoils or airfoil com-

binations of arbitrary geometry and amplitudes of different kinds of moti'n,;.

xviii



In the first approach. Theodorsens well known lift deficiency function C(k)

has been modified by Loewv for the case of a hovering rotor. Ai'-foil drag or

propulsive force was determined by the methods of Garrick [2]. In the second

approach. the panel code allowed a systematic study of :he lift and drag produced

by oscillating airfoils and airfoil combinations in an incompressible inviscid

flow.

The panel code results were checked against different references. The results

showed tiood areement with these references. For the parameters of the OH-

6A rotor in hover, the main conclusion was that the reductions in drag and

propulsive forces generated on an airfoil, oscillating in pitch or plunge, due to

wake phasing, are sufficient to explain the reductions in power recorded on the

OH-6A during the NASA-Army flight test program (I].
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL

The determination of the unsteady aerodvnamics associated with a helicopter rotor has

presented a challenge to the helicopter analyst since the conception of the helicopter. The

effect of blade oscillations on resulting airloads has prompted new interest in oscillatory

blade aerodynamics in connection with possible performance ,ains. Rotary wing unsteady

aerodvnamics is considerably more complex than fixed wing aerodynamics.

The simplest case is that of hover, but even here the problem is complicated by the

influence of the shed helicoptei wake fiomn the rotor. In forward flight, tile problem is

further complicated by the fact that the velocity of a local blade element ranges at the

blade tip from transonic on the advancing side to low subsonic on the retreating side, and

at the blade root from low subsonic on the advancing side to reversed flow on tile retreat-

ing side.

For this reason there is a great need for advances in the present theory in order to

explain modem helicopter problems, yet, the number of advances in rotorcraft unsteady

aerodynamic theory are very limited, so we need to review current unsteady aerodynamic

theory for rotorcraft and to advance the theory in one of the areas where improvement is

badly needed.

The goal of this thesis is to explain the measured power reductions in the OI-6A

higher harmonic control (I11C) flight test program conducted by E. R. Wood et al [1].

This research will consider the unsteady aerodynamics with IlIHC system application,

inciuding wake effects, in order to determine whether such power reductions are feasible.
1



B. ROTARY WING UNSTEADY AERODYNAMICS

In this section, some elements of unsteady airfoil aerodynamics will be discussed.

Consider an airfoil undergcing sinusoidal pitch and plunge motion. A.s the airfoil performs

an oscillation, vortices are shed into the medium with a circulation strength equal in mag-

nitude to the increase in circulation about the airfoil, but opposite in direction. These dis-

turbances are stored in the fluid because the shed vorticitv convects downstream at the

local flow field velocity.

The counter-rotating vortices induce a sinusoidal flow field which further changes the

.'A. The result of this complex flow field is a time difference or delay between the

airfoil's motion and the induced aerodynamic forces. This delay is known as the phase

lag, k [34] . To simplify calculations for this type of motion, it is common to describe

the airfoil position and the associated aerodynamic forces by complex variables. For pure

plunge oscillations the vertical motion of the airfoil is described by the real part of the

following equation:

h (t) = h , e ........................................................................... (1.1)

where h, is a complex number. and c- is the frequency of oscillation. Similarly, the lift is

de,--, by

L = L (, r e ....................................................... . . ................... (1 .2 )

where LO is the quasi-steady lift given by the expression:

LO= .5 p) j2 S C ( / U ) . ........ .. . ........................... (1.3)

2



This is termed quasi-steady because the angle of attack is represented by h/,U.

The values of r. and xi/ represent the magnitude and the phase respectively, of the

true instantaneous lift relative to the quasi-steady lift. The variables r, and ki; in

general depend on the reduced frequency k, the Mach number M. and the Reynolds

number For inviscid, incompressible fluid the values of r,, and iXl will be only a

function of k [34]. A complete solution for the oscillating flat-plate airfoil in an

incompressible inviscid flow has been obtained by Kussner and Theodorsen and

reproduced from Reference (35] in Figure (1.1).
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C. ADDITION OF WAKE EFFECT

For the helicopter in hover, the rotation of the wing introduces a number of features

that require special attention, notably the returning vortex wake, the time varying free

stream, and radial flow, and a fundamentally transcendental geometry that requires either

approximate or numerical solutions. The lift on a wing is due to its bound circulation.

Conservation of vorticity in the flow requires that there be trailed and shed vorticity in

the wake behind the wing.

The spanwise variation of bound circulation results in trailed vorticitv parallel to the

free stream direction. Time variation of the bound circulation leads to shed vorticity par-

allel to the wing span. The wake is composed of sheets of vorticity convected downstream

fr'om the trailing edge by the free stream velocity The wake of a rotor in hover or in ver-

tical flight consists of helical vortex sheets below the disk, one from each blade. Unsteady

motion of the rotor blade will produce a shed vorticity in the wake spirals. With low disk

loading (at low collective pitch settings), the wake remains near the rotor disk and there-

fore passes close to the following blades. Thus the wake vorticity is not convected down-

stream of the airfoil as with a fixed wing, and the shed vorticity sheets below the rotor

disk must be accounted for to correctly estimate the unsteady loads.

For high inflow (high collective pitch settings ) or in high-speed forward flight, the

wake will be convected away from the blades. The returning shed wake influence is pri-

marily a concern of hover and vertical flight, and forward flight at airspeeds less than

100 knots. Assuming high aspect ratio of the blade, lifting line theory requires a knowl-

edge of the loads on the blade section, and the returning shed wake of the rotor must be

incorporated into the two-dimensional unsteady airfoil theory.
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The wake far from the blade section will have little influence, so the emphasis is on

modeling the wake near the blade, which for low inflow consists of vortex sheets that are

nearly planar surfaces parallel to the disk plane. Based on these considerations, a two-

dimensional model for the unsteady aerodynamics of the rotor can be constructed. Loewv

in 1957, developed a two-dimensional model for the unsteady aerodynamics of the blade

in a hovering rotor., including the effect of the helical shed wake.

D. HIGHER HARMONIC CONTROL (HHC)

The pnimarv source of helicopter vibration is the higher harmonic blade loads gener-

ated by the aerodynamic environment at the rotor disk. For an N-bladed rotor, the oscil-

latory (N-I)P, NP, and (N+I)P blade loads are transmitted as exciting hub forces and

moments to the airframe at a dominant frequency of N per rev (NP). A significant reduc-

tion in vibration level has been achieved by industry in the last twenty five years. The

desired goal was to achieve 0.02 g and this goal cannot be met w;`,out a quantum

advance in vibration control technology. The vibration levels first specified by the U. S

Army for the AAH/UTTAS procurement in the early 1970s were later revised upward in

the mid 197 0s to better reflect realistic design goals consistent with the state-of-the-art in

helicopter vibration control [1].

A higher harmonic control system drives the blades in pitch at the (N-I)P, NP, and

(N+I)P harmonics of rotor rotational speed, generating new unsteady airloads, which in

combination with the new oscillatory inertial loads, cancel the harmonics of blade loads

that cause airframe vibration. Therefore the vibrations are suppressed at the source.

Although there are several ways to implement HIC on a rotor system, the approach

generally followed to date has been by blade root feathering using swashplate oscillations.
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By means of electro-hydraulic servo-actuators, the swashplate :s excited in the

collective, longitudinal cvclic, and lateral cyclic :nodes at NP resulting in blade pitch

oscillations at three distinct frequencies of (N-I)P. NP, and (N+I)P in the rotating frame.

In the system considered, developed for the four-bladed OH-6A helicopter, higher har-

monic blade feathering for vibration reduction is achieved by superimposing 4/rev swash-

plate motion upon basic collective and cyclic flight control inputs.

Perturbing the statiorarv swashplate at 4/rev both vertically and in pitch and roll

results in third. fourth, and fifth harmonic blade feathering in the rotating system, Fourth

harmonic blade featherinig is achieved by oscillating the swashplate vertically about its

collective position, while third and fifth harmonic blade feathering in the rotating system

results from 4/rev tilting of the stationary swashplate in pitch and roll about its cyclic tilt

position [2]. Results of experimental efforts by Hammond [52] showed that successful

suppression of vibration can be achieved by osclildting the blades at relatively small

angles.

E. OH-6A (NASA/ARMY/HUGHES) TEST PROGRAM DATA

The goal of this research has been a systemnatic study of the OH 6A helicopter

HI-IC fligot test program, in order to understand and explain the significant reduction in

main rotor shaft torque and engine power that was measured in flight. Showa in Figure

( 1.2 ) are the power reduction results from the HHC Open Loop Flight Test Program

(NAS,! Army/ Hughes - Sept. 1982).
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ligmues (1.3) and (1.4) (Flom Ref'. [I]) show thie very substantial vibration reduction

achieved under a NASA-Army sponsored program using a modified OI-6A helicopter. Higher

harmonic blade pitch control was achieved by superimposing 4/rev. (32 11z) ;washplatc

motion upon basic cyclic and collective control inputs. The aircraft was flown from zero

airspeed to •00 knots with the I lI(C system operated both open loop (manually) and closed

loop (computler controlled).
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The significance of power reduction means that: (I) the helicoptec payload cm. be

increased, (2) the maneuverability can be markedly increased. (3) marginal operating coadli-

tions, such as at sea in high sea states can be better met, and (4) the helicopter opera..ng

costs can be substantially reduced. Increased interest in HHIC and its potential benefits l'or

the helicopter now require that we try to use the proper tool to understand this phenome.-

non. It would appear that we presently havc. the computational toois, namely the par,'t

method for unsteady inviscid, incompressible flow past airfoils or airfoil combinations of

arbitrary geometry, developed by Platzer et al [6], and the single wake closed form ,inal-

ysis developed from Loewy's theory by Wood and Couch [40].
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F. SCOPE

Chapter 1I contains a quick review of the most important research starting with the

work of Knoller[101 in 1909 and Betz[11] in 1912. They explained the bird's ability to

generate forward thrust by means of wing flapping. In 1922. R. Katzmayr, experimentally

verified the work of Knoller and Betz. Birnbaum, von Karman. Theodorsen. and Garrick in

the years 1924 through 1936, were the pioneers of flapping wing aerodynamics.

The fundamental closed form solutions by Theodorsen [3], Loevw [4J, Garrick [5], pro-

vide our basis for theoretical work in this field. While Loewv's work on wake-induced

flutter helps to explain the phenomenon, it also points up difficulties to be overcome. That

is the closed form theory shows rapid changes in the lift deficiency function with changes

in reduced frequency, k; wake spacing, h; and frequency ratio, m.

Garrick fuirther developed the work of Theodorsea by deriving the horizontal force for-

mulas for airfoils or airfoil-aileron combinations oscillating in any of the three degrees of

freedom: vertical flapping, torsional oscillation about a fixed axis. and angular oscillation

Of" the aileron about a hinge. Also presented in Chapter II. Loewy's two-dimensional mode!

for the unsteady aerodynamics of the blade of a hovering rotor, is presented to provide tilc

base for discussing the obtained results. Also presented in Chapter IL. is a quick survey of

the most relevant :-eferences who developed and used panel methods to study unsteady

aerodynamics of oscillating airfoils in an incompre-A.ble. inviscid flow.
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In the third chapter. the propulsive force is estimated according to the OH-6A helicop-

ter parameters obtained from reference [36]. In this analysis, the blade is divided into sec-

tions. Assuming hovering conditions, the reduced frequency at each section was evaluated.

Using the unsteady panel code the time history of the airfoil drag ( or propulsive force)

coefficient was recorded. For the assumed plunging motion with plunging amplitude as

obtained from reference [1], for a given mode of vibration, the average propulsive torce

for each section was calculated.

The total average propulsive force was obtained by adding together the contribution

from each blade section. The obtained results showed that the resulting propulsive force

from a single airfoil oscillating in plunge is not enough to explain the significant power

reduction on the OH-6A helicopter. This led us to study the aerodynamic interference

between two blades, which is the main subject of the fourth chapter.

In Chapter IV, tile two-airfoil unsteady panel code developed by Pang [ 25 ], is used

to study the wake interference between two airfoils This code has been formulated to

solve for the potential flow for two airfoils executing unsteady motion in an inviscid

incompressible flow medium. It is an extension of the code, developed by Teng [24], Cor

single airfoils. The technique uses the well known panel method for steady flow and

extends it to unsteady flow by accounting for the continuous shedding of vortices into the

trailing wake.
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Numerous case-runs are presented to illusirate the aerodynamic interference between two

oscillating airfoils. Results obtained for tauning and pitching airfoils show a significant

production of propulsive force at certain wake phase angles. In Chapter V the question of

propulsive efficiency due to plunging or pitching and the possibility of single-degree-of-

freedom pitching flutter are discussed. Chapter VI discusses the findings of this research

and presents the main conclusions.
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II. BACKGROUND

The effect of plunge and pitch oscillations on the resultant drag of an airfoil

has been the object of aeroelastic research back almost to the time of the Wright

brothers (1903). In 1909 and 1912. respectively, Knoller [10], and Betz [11] were

the first ones to explain the birds' ability to generate a forward thrust by means

of wing flapping 1. Another one of the earliest investigators of this era was R.

Katzmayr [7]. who in 1922 conducted two series of experiments to explore the

eil'cXts of oscillatory fluid or airfoil motion on resultant lift and drag.

Katzmayr's experiments which were performed in the aerodynamic laboratory

of the Technical University of Vienna, may be divided into two series. In the first

series, the angle of attack o' the wing model was changed by oscillating the wing

model about an axis parallel to the span and at right angles to the airflow. In the

second series of experiments, the airfoils were stationary while the airflow itself

was subjected to periodic oscillations. Here, for certain air velocities and frequen-

cies p n co sd rn 1,hirr -:ri 111fiI or_
es, and considerng hick airfoil sections, Katzmnayr measured negat..e drag or

positive propulsive force. This discovery, to be later known as "Katzmayr effect",

helped to explain the propulsive mechanism of birds flying through the air.

Platzcr. M. F.. Ncacc. K. S.. and Pang, C. K.."Acrodvnarnic Analysis of F:lappig Wing

lropuilsion". AIAA paper No 93-0484. 31st Acrospacc Sciences n111CC .1, Rcno. NV, .lanual"

11-14. 1993
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Later. E. G. Richardson [8] used the "Katzmavr effect" to explain the locomotion

of fish through water. In his paper, Katzmayr summarized his results to show: (1)

the effect of flowing air, whose direction is undergoing constant periodical change,

is quite favorable, (2)the wing section which exhibiLs favorable characteristics in a

constant airflow, works better in an oscillating flow.

In 1935, Theodore Theodorsen [3] introduced the general theorv of aerody-

namic instability and the mechanism of flutter. In the first part of his paper.

Theodorsen developed the velocity potentials due to flow around oscillating air-

foil-ailerons. In the later part of the paper, he developed the differential equations

of motions and determined the flutter speed.

The most relevant work with respect to the present research is that by I. E.

Garrick [5], who applied the work of Theodorsen [3] co obtain a closed form ana-

lytical expression for the propulsive force generated by an oscillating airfoil. An

airfoil oscillating in pure plunge or flapping motion was shown by Garrick to have

a propulsive force throughout the entire range of reduced, k, while for an airfoil

oscillating in pitch, propulsive force can only be achieved for a specified range of

reduced frequency, k, where k must be greater than 2.0.
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In 1942, W. Schmidt [141 recognized that the Knoller-Betz or Katzmayr effect

applies to both a flapping airfoil in uniform flow or a stationary airfoil in oscillat-

ing flow. He demonstrated experimentally that a stationary airfoil positioned in the

wake of a flapping airfoil increases the propulsive efficiency to almost 100 percent

throughout the whole frequency range because the stationary airfoil converts the

vortical energy generated by the flapping airfoil into additional thrust. fie also

found that the mechanical limitations inherent in pure flapping motions could be

overcome by an arrangement which he called the wave propeller.

H. Bosch [15] invest'"v A the interference of tw, lifting surfaces in two-

dimensional unsteady tcompressible flow, using classical flat-plate theory. He

showed that a harmonically flapping airfoil upstream of a stationary airfoil increases

the propulsive efficiency to almost 100 %, thus confirming Schmidt's experimental

findings. Bosch's analysis is limited to flat-plate airfoils oscillating about a zero

incidence mean position.

In 1957, Loewy [4] developed a two-dimensional model for the unsteady

aercdynamics of the blade of a hovering rotor. He derived an expression for the

two-dimensional oscillatory lift deficiency function as a function of the reduced

frequency, wake spacing anu the ratio of the airfoil frequency of oscillation and the

rotational speed.
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The wake in hover or vertical flight consists of helical vortex sheets below the

disk, one from each blade. Unsteady motion of the rotor blade will produce shed

vorticity in the wake spirals.

In Figures (2.1A) through Figure (2.1D), from Ref. [4], Loewy illustrated the

basic elements of the unsteady flow field of a helicopter rotor. A rotor in hover-

ing or vertical flight produces a trailing tip vortex with a downward axial veloc-

ity that, if otherwise undisturbed, forms a contracting helix as shown in Figure

(2.1A). If the inflow over the rotor disk is constant. then thefluid off the trailing

edge of the blades makes a helical surface with horizontal radial elements as shown

in Figure (2.1B).

If there is an oscillation in blade effective angle of attack, blade lift will alter-

nate also, and as a result of these changes in lift, vortices will be shed continu-

ously at the blade trailing edge. These vortices fall along the horizontal radial

elements of the helical surface shown in Figure (2.1B), so long as the oscillations

in angle of attack are smail. Figure (2.iC) illustrates this local sheet of shed vor-

ticity. It should be noted that vorticity is considered to be on the helical surface

shown in Figure (2.11B); the vertical displacements from that surface shown in Fig-

ure (2.1C) represent the strength of the vorticity at a particular azimuthal and radial

position [4].
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The variation in this vertical displacement (hence vortex strength) around the

azimuth corresponds to the history of the motion of a given blade element at a

fixed radius. Variation of shed vortex strength in the radial direction at any fixed

azimuth angle is a function of the variation with blade span of (1) blade planform,

(2) amplitude of oscillation of effective angle of attack, and (3) relative air veloc-

ity. Since (from the Helmholtz theorem ) vorticitv cannot begin or end in space. a

variation of shed vorticity in the radial direction implies that there are trailing vor-

tices at constant radii similar to and inboard of the tip vortex. These trailing vorti-

ces have been induced in Figure2.ID).
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The schematic drawings, Figures (2.1 A) through Figure (2. iD), Ref. [4], indicate

the difficulty of attempting to obtain a complete representation of unsteady rotor

aerodynamics. One means of simplifying the problem is to consider extreme "pitch"

values for the helix. For the case of very high inflow velocity, u, in relation to Q,

and the opposite. where LI is very low compared to Q. This is shown in Figure

(2.2).

When the vertical spacing between adjacent helicai surfaces of shed vorticitv is

very large, then we expect that all shed vorticity beyond a small fraction of a rev-

olution would be too far below the blade in question to have a significant effect.

Under these conditions, it would be sufficient to account for only the attached

vortex shect within that fraction of a revolution, as in Figure (2.2A).

On the other hanrd, wher the vertical spacing between the adjacent helical

surfaces of shed vo-ticity is very smal!, 1l1 the sheets of shed vorticity tend to pile

up on each other, and the effect of that vorticitv close to the blade in question

( £hed by blade passes ) is of more importance than that which exists beyond

a reference azimuth angle on either side of the blade. This situation is depicted in

Figure (2.2B), Ref. [4].
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With low rotor thrust values ( low collective pitch ) the wake remains near

the rotor disk and therefore passes cl se to the following blades, l'hus. the shed

vorticity sheets below the rotor disk niia be accounted for to correctly estimate the

unsteady loads. For high inflow or high-speed forward flight the rotor wake will

be convected away from the blades. The wake far from the blade section will have

little influence, so emphasis is on modeling the wake near the blade, In the case

of low inflow, this consists of vortex sheets that are nearly planar surfaces paral-

lel to the disk plane [4].

Based on these considerations. :. two-dimensional model for the unsteady aero-

dynamics of the rotor can be constructed. It is assumed that the chord, amplitude

of the oscillation in etffctive angle of attack, and relative airspeed vary slowly

enough with span so that what occurs aerodynamically at one blade radius station

is essentially duplicated on either side of it.

The assumption mean, that the flow problem at a given blade section is two-

dimensional. Furthermore, consistent with the idea that only the vorticitv near the

blade section has an important effect, one may allow the planar rows of vorticity to

extend to infinity in the horizontal direction in order to achieve mathematical sim-

plification. It should be stated that this is a first-order theory, so that such effects

as that of the wake upon itself have been neglected. The oscillatory flow induced

at the airfoil in the free-steam direction, for example, will affect the airfoil lif• and

moment as well as the vorticity shed at the trailing edge.
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Since the shed vorticity is being accounted for as perturbations in the main

flow. this component of induced velocity will be small compared to the free-steam

velocity (except when the spacing approaches zero) and must react with small, first-

order airfoil displacements. Because of the physical unrealities associated with tile

standard mathematical model representation of the problem (such as zero thickness

of wake and airfoil, zero displacement of the wake from horizontal planes, and

infinite velocities at the core of a vortex), the accuracy of results as the wake

spacing goes to zero is questionable. The effect of the horizontal component of'

induced flow. therefore, has been neglected in Loewvs analysis.

Shown in Figure (2.3) is the two-dimensionalized model of unsteady rotor flow

[4]. The portion of the circular surface which is determined by (1) a particular

blade radius, (2) the azimuth angle on either side of the blade section (within

which the shed vorticity is of importance), and (3) the vertical distance spanned by

a given numbers of rows of vorticity, can be regarded as a plane, one in which

the two-dimensional unsteady aerodynamic problem may be attacked.

This is shown in Figure (2.3 A), with an arrow indicating that the rows of

vorticity under the rotor disc extend to infinity. Consistent with the idea that only

the vorticity near the blade section has an important effect, one may allow the pla-

nar rows of vorticity to extend to infinity in the horizontal direction in order to

achieve mathematical simplification. These final modifications are shown in Figure

(2.3 B), which is a two-dimensional model, Ref. [4], of unsteady rotor aerodynamics

for a single-bladed rotor operating at low inflow.
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The general approach used by Loewv is the same as that of Schwarz [30].

Only the effects resuiting from oscillatory motion of a thin airfoil are considered,

and the airfoil itself is represented by continuous vorticitv distributed along a

straight line [9]. It may be also noted that the effect of viscosity in damping the

shed vorticitv could be accounted for by considering only a flinite number of rows

beneath the reference airfoil, or by multiplying the vortex strength by an experi-

mental decay function related to the time through the rotational speed and the

number of rotational cycles corresponding to a particular vortex row.
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This has been omitted from the analysis since vortex decay time is long

compared to the rotational periods of' most rotors. An extension to Loewv 's work is

that by Shipman and Wood [29] in 1970. The authors present a method for

determining rotor blade flutter in forward flight. Incompressible unsteady aerody-

namic theory was applied where shed vorticity bodr in and below the plane of

the rotor is accounted for. This was made possible by noting that the damping for

rotor blade aeroelastic instability varies with velocity. Since the tangtential velocity

of any blade segment varies with azimuth, so will flutter damping

It is assumed at the onset of flutter that oscillations will begin to build up

prior to the blade reaching a critical azimuth position, then decay as the blade

moves beyond this point. This build up and decay means that the vorticity shed

due to the oscillations will be contained within a double azimuth region on either

side of the critical azimuth position. Assuming this region to be small allows the

wake system to be two-dimensional.

The lift deficiency function resulting from the two-dimensional wake model is

compared with earlier results obtained for a helicopter in hover and fixed wings. In

the liimiting caset when the advance ratio is very small, Shipman and Wood's lift

deficiency reduces to Loewy's lift deficiency function. Also in the limit as the

wake spacing is very large, this function reduces to Theodorsen's lift deficiency

function.

Shipman, K. W. , and E. R. WoVox "A lwo-I)imCnslo)al l'hcorV, for Rotor Blade Flutter

in lorward ,lighc. Journal of1 Aircraft, Vol. No. 8. NUtmbcr 12. pp. 1008-1I015.

Deceinher 1971,
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The theory was applied to bending torsion flutter for the tip segment of a rotor

blade. The results followed the normal trends of having tile flutter velocity decrease

as the blade center of gravity was moved aft and of having tile flutter velocity

increase as the blade stiffness increased.

The previously shed wakes are destabilizing so that they reduce the flutter

velocity. The buildup and decay produces wakes that are essentially centers of vor-

ticity. Thus their position with respect the reference blade will be sensitive to the

advance ratio which determines the vertical spacing. It was found that as the

wakes were brought closer by reducing the advance ratio and/or inflow ratio, the

flutter speed is decreased [29].

The phenomenon of airfoil flutter is caused by energy extraction out of the

wind stream by means of airfoils which are free to oscillate in pitch and plunge.

As described by Duncan [19], this effect can be easily demonstrated in a wind turi-

nel if a device is built which allows to vary the phase relationship between pitch

and plunge. Pliase angles nepr 90 degrees produce maximum energy extraction so

that the device operates as a flutter engine. McK;nney and DeLaurier [20] demon-

strated that this effect can be used to convert wind energy into mechanical energy.

Scherer, McKinney and Delaurier used Theodorsen's flat-plate theory for perfor-

mance estimates of the flapping foil propulsor and of the wingmill, respectively.

It was shown by W. Sý,imidt, that optimum energy extraction occurs for har-

monically ftpping airfoils upstream of a stationary airfoil. There is a need for

aerodynam;c analysis methods which enable systematic studies of the effect of air-

foil geometry, incidence angle variation, amplitude of oscillation and airfoil interac-

tion on the aerodynamic forces due to incompressible flow over airfoils or airfoil
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combinations executing pitch or plunge motions. A panel method was developed in

order to do parametric studies of these effects. In the past, a number of investiga-

tors have solved the steady flow problem using source and vortex paneling, the

most prominent ones being Hess and Smith [21]. A few authors have extended this

approach to the case of unsteady motion of single airfoils, notably Basu and Han-

cock [22] and Kim and Mook [23].

Basu and Hancock [22] presented a numerical method for the calculation of

the pressure distribution, force, and moments on a two-dimensional airfoil undergo-

ing an arbitrary unsteady motion in an inviscid incompressible flow. The method

was applied to (i) a sudden change in airfoil incidence. (ii) an airfoil oscillating in

high frequency and (iii) an airfoil passing through a sharp-edged gust.

Teng [24], developed a computer code for the numerical solution of unsteady

inviscid incompressible flow over an airfoil. Pang (25] extended the work of Teng

and developed a computer code to study unsteady airfoil interference effects. The

technique uses the well known panel methods for steady flow and extends it to

unsteady flow by accounting for the continuous shedding of vortices into the trailing

wake.
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I11. DRAG REDUCTION DUE TO

BLADE FLAPPING

(KATZMAYR EFFECT)

A. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter. a discussion will first be presented of the physics of flapping

airfoils which explains the bird's ability to generate a forward thrust by means of

wing flapping. This will be followed by a description of two methods capable of

predicting the pressure distributions, !ift. pitching moment, and drag or thrust on airfoils

which execute harmonic oscillation-s in plunge or pitch.

The first method is based on the generalization of the well-known steady-state

panel method to the case of unsteady airfoil motion. It is based on the assumption

of inviscid, incompressible flow. The second method is based on the classical The-

odorsen theory for oscillating flat-plate airfoils in incompressible inviscid flow. The

unsteady panel method permits the investigation of finite-thickness airfoils of arbitrary

geometry which may execute rather general unsteady motions (ramp and oscillatory ).

In contrast, Theodorsen's analysis is restricted to thin airfoils (flat-plates) and to small

amplitude oscillations. The chapter ends with a comparison of results computed by both

methods.
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B. TILE PHYSICS OF FLAPPING AIRFOILS IN LOW-SPEED FLIGHT

The phenomenon of thrust generation due to wing flapping or due to steady flight

in a sinusoidal gust car be explained in a rather elementary way. Consider the latter

case of flight through a sinusoidal gust, as shown in Figure (3.1). The relative wind

vector changes direction between a maximum positive and negative angle of attack. The

resultant aerodynamic lift is perpendicular to the instantaneous wind vector. If we as-

sume the viscous drag to be small, then it is easilv seen that the sinusoidal gust gen-

erates a sinusoidally varying thrust.

A similar effect is generated if the airfoil executes a sinusoidally varying plunge

motion ( wing flapping) about an otherwise steady flight conditions. This explanation

of thrust generation due to wing flapping or due to flight through a sinusoidal gust was

first advanced by Knoller [10] and Betz [11]. Its experimental demonstration was

accomplished by Katzmayr [7] and is tlherefore generally referred to as Katzmayr

effect 1

Since it is well known that every change in airfoil incidence causes the shedding

of a starting vortex, a more precise explanation of the Katzmayr effect has to takeinto

account the continuous vortex shedding due to wing flapping or due to flight through

a sinusoidal gust.

Platzcr. M. I-, Ncacc. K. S. and Pang, C. K.."Acrod,,'namic Analvsis of' tlapping Wing IPtopulsion".

page I. AIAA papcr No, 93-0484, 31st Aciospace Suicnccs Illcctm!Vg, Rcno. NV. .JLUr.v 11 - 14. 1,)1)3
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Figtire (3.1) Propulsive force on plihiging airfoil
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Similarly, the quantitative prediction of the induced oscillator' forces (lift and

thrust ) had to await the development of a complete unsteady aerodynamic theory.

Such a theory was first accomplished in the 1930' s by Theodorsen [3] in the United

States and by K~issner [16] in Germany. It can be found in the textbooks on aeroelas-

ticity, for example the book by Bisplinghoff, Ashley, Halfman 141]. Therefore only

the final formulas will be given here and the reader is referred to those texts for

additional details. More recently, a second approach to the determination of the

unsteady aerodynamic forces on oscillating airfoils became feasib!e with the advent of

high speed computers and the development of efficient numerical solution methods. The

fundamental building blocks of this method are presented in the next two sections.

C. PANEL CODE FOR STEADY INCOMPRESSIBLE INVISCID FLOW

In potential flow theory, the flow field around an airfoil may be represented by

the velocity potential. Considering contributions from the free stream flow and the

source and vorticity distribution, the total potential may be constructed.

(D= 01, - DSI -, Dv (3.1)

where

(Df" =U [ x cos(oC ) + y sin (cL) ]

q)s= f I--ln(r)ds (3.2)

1) -f' d3
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The source distributions q(s) vary from panel to panel, while the vorticitv strength

",/(s) is assumed constant for all panels. The value of" rcpresent;% the 1low past an

airfoil by surface singularity distributions lies in the fact that these singularity distri-

buitions automatically satisfy Laplace's equation, the governing flow equation for invis-

cid incompressible flow:

q\ •- (D% 0 (3.3)

Since Laplaces equation is a linear homogeneous second order panial differential

equation, the superposition principle used in Equation (3.1) holds. The boundary con-

ditioiis include flow tanucicy ut control points (inid-pcints of panels) and the Kutta

condition at the trailing edge, requiring equal tangential velocities for the first and last

panels. By evaluating the integrals along the airfoil surface, the potential nriy be de-

termined at ani point in the flow field. Each point is defined at a radius (r) and angle

(0) from a chosen reference point on the airfoil.

The refer.ence point ;in this stud, is the leading edge. The airfoil, is represented

by a number of defined points, called nodes (34]. More points produce greater resolution

and better accuracy. One hundred to two hundred points are usually sufficient, with

the larger number used for more complicated airfoil shapes or more involved calcula-

tions. The lines connecting these nodes are the panels. There are n--I nodes with first

and last node overlapping.
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Figure (3.2) depicts the panel geometry. Numberinu starts at the trailinu edge. then

progresses along the lower surface. leadin,- edie, and upper surface, and ends at the

trailing edg(e. The unit normal vectors (nh) are perpendicular to the panels and directed

oulward from the airfoil surface. The unit tangential vectors (ti) are parallel to ihe

panels and the positive direction is defined with increasing numbering ( n to 10-1I

The panels may vary in length., wiih the exception of the first and last panels, which

must le equal in order to use the Kutta condition at the trailing edge.

Figure 3.2 Panel1 Method Geometry
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The required input consists of the number of nodes on the airfoil surface, the

coordinates of the nodes referenced from the ieadin,3 ed-e. and the anule of attack in

degrees. The program produces normalized velocities and pressure coefficients at each

control point as output. The use of influence coefficients leads to a s-raightforward

procedure for programmtng the equations.

An aerodynamic influence coefficient is defined is the velocitv induced at a fieid

point by a unit strength singularity distribution on one panel. For hthe iwo-dimensional

.eav ;low problem. tie ,oliowing influence coefficients are needed ['4!

A' normal velocity component induced at the 17' nanel control i.oint by unit

strength source distribution on the _th panel

A 2..,n , sin (Oi - )In --- + cos(0i - )r3i i =j (3.4)

= 1/2 =

A', tangential velocity component induced at the ih panel control point by unit

strength source distribution on the i'h panel

r.tA.. = -sin (0.- 0.) 3cos (0. -0.)ni ' 0~ (35)

=0 1=1

Bni normal velocity component induced at the ith panel control point by unit

strength vorticitv distribution on the jth panel

B.= - cos (0- 0.) In ... sin (0. - )3 i i ................ (3.6)11 2 . 'r ... . "

0 i=j
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Bti tangential \elocity component induced at the i'h panel control point by unit

strength \orticitv distribution on the im panel

B3 - cos(o - O)- i - sin - -)) In .- =......... .... (3.7)

'.xhere the ueometricai quantities. depicted in Fi Lure S3.3 are detinea by

r,. ('- -.

arctan I arcaniI
Xm - V, -

The first boundary condition requires flow tangency at the control points

(V. 0 , a2.......an .............. .. ....... (3.9)

In terms of influence coefficients (with anec 1)p

n n
An, v V Ba.-sin (a.- .)= 0 i 1.2.... n ............ (3.10)Ai=j 1 j=

The second boundarv condition is the Kutta condition, which states that the pressures

on the lower and ipper panels at the trailing edge must be equal if the flow is to leave

the trailing edge smoothlv.
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I si iu BelC11u1 li's eqluation, file prestire coetlicient can le expressed as

P - PV
I' I a I j II)

V

2 ,,

ilhe pressure equtihi l1i1 also implies equal velocities for incoimpressible flow. Since

the omtial velocities are taken bo he zero. fihe boundary condilion may now he stated as

kvI )1 ( vI ), (3.12)

,,,. C I l ie t ilee ative Sil W is strictlIv die to tie adopted convention of positive tangential

",elocitics ill lie direction of increasing node num ertiniz. Since the flow is positive to

file ifi ut, file panel d (.owrsl team of the front stagnali on point will have negative values

for computational purposes otnly It is important to note that not all the lower s•irface

panels have a reversed si1, only those downstream from the stagnation point. This is

especially significant F'or non- symmetrical airfoils or any airfoil at an angle of attack.

il letris of1 influence coefli cients, the normalized equation becomes
I!I1 II Ii

Ž- A. J -/ Il COS (.i. 0-) Ž A q. Ž - - cOs(- 0}) 3 13)

S I I - I i -- I I -

i 4atmions 3. 10 and 3 13 iepresent a linear algebraic system of' ( n I I ) equatio;n and

(01 1 ) unknowns. The tiitknovtis are the source strengths which vary foiom panel to

panel ( (11. . il, ) and the voiticity strength y.
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-xnandinu and rearranging Equation 0i for an examnie aii 001' .n Of i itoOes ano

pxaneis results n

', . .. .. I

V,' -l B' . B ,- B _. in t .- :. 1 (3 14)

Fhe CquLations now eadi•- iend hemselves tO -,O'itiont in matMrx'. -rm i,',ecastinu

•.vith simpier notation. the \;',, ierrs Icoefficients ol i I niav c :eriaiecu : noh tihe

Aum of all B1" terms in parentheses (coefficients of ' renarneu a, kT ,.here i 1

2 n and I-I.I .... n. The terms on the right side oi, the equation mav

be renamed b, The (n--I) equation. or in this example. the 741t' equation comes

from Equation 3 13 in a similar manner:

(A A-) q, (Al.2 -A_- .A)-...: A q

Cos (j, -0)) - cos IU,-I-7) t3.15)

The coefficient q1 may be renamed a-. \1l oC the 131 terms in the tbrackets together

form the coefficient of' -', now renamed a -.l.7-1. he entire right side of the equation

constitutes the new term b-,i
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Finallk cxpressin,_, this ',\slem can he \,,ritten nii oncise matrix i 'mr

'V I a ., ... al , q1

a1 a .. . . . . a,., n - ,b

7..-.-3. 1 CL

..1" . 1 ... ... ... .13.. 10 1
÷(31

Ul i I a1. . . . --, i b

This system is solvedi in the prograIm u..Sinu a (Gaussi an 1iimination .sUbl'roitile. Wi1th

the values of the q, and -., known. the elocitv at each panel control point may be

calculated

v c ()q - OS(x -0) I,. 2 ...... n . (3.17)

The total velocity is equal to the tangential velocity due to taking the normal velocity

to be zero
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1). IASTEADY' PANEL CODE

!'Ie C"Iensioli )I !!,,s Illett~l() m1 !2r,,li k.\t COi lcinL) .. :mIdIL i2U l l2

iut e '., attack can he accompli shed as lOti ow s 11, !- liportlanl TO c Pt 2 aItl'

"Cal\11- :-)%k %II ual Zation cxlocri m entsS ., nich Acmcu Il"rateuI t ecrtlO (IA

startinuivote \OiCfM the iratline-cedue %,.ilenever thle aiiuie cil maotac ,'.as c.'anued.

f~nCe C 011M1 LUOUS ch1allCeSIl uin le oi attack i-rodfc :,. 2Contin flUO11, 'hedd inc Of

\ortilcit into The iradiinu %%akc. Filis Thleddinge canl trC Cxnaica ine v (lcie let ininoltz

ortex Theorem % I lcil leclul -esi at anyv cnlanue In 12 c ý-rCUIi aona 011 2,Otll !lk fbiro

Mnust be niatched I-y tile appearance of an ecqu1,1 caulielr %()TIC\ Ai t,2C !:a:iiinsi

Cdue ina or'icr 1M iichicve constanlcy of the totai -'irculail on m c o' ine ci id.

The vortices shed fromi the tradling edge move with thle fluid particles of' the

surroundini- fluid and hence are swept downstream with a speed essentially equal

to the free-strearr speed, Therefore these -vortices %will stay close enIoLILt to the

airfoil for a finite time to influence its pressure distribution .\nV Lnsteady airfoil

theory theretore must describe this v ortex shedding p~rocess. [I is this feature

w hilcf di stingzul SneS Unsteady iirtoi i theoryv rorn its ,,icady counturpaiit "he

above considerations suggest that the airfoil can be miodeled by similar source

and vortex distributions as in the steady case.

PI ie MI- i
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H ence source panels are again placed On thle aion-I0 surface iouether \% iiil a

-.i nui e vortex distribution \ ilch Is thle samec Cor cachi panei. An arbitrary cnanue in

angle of attack then is subdivided into small step chan-Ces >'Llch that -1 -JaMM-1.

vortex is shed Into the w~ake each time a step change occurs arid thle floxý, langencY

and Kutta conditions are enforced at each time step.

In addition to -he ni airfoil panels a wake panel is assumed to be attached to

the trailingc edu~e -,uch that. after cach timrye step. the \ortlcitv- of the -.ýak'e ;;,anel Il

assumned to he concentrated Into a sIngle point %or-tex Which detaches fromn the

airfoil and starts inovini. downstream vith the tree-stream \ elocitv \s ,ne wýake

panel detaches from thle arirfoil a new one is created and at \ake of point \ ortlces

is created. As in the steady p~roblem ni unknown source strengths and one u~nknown

vor-ticity strength on the air-foil are introduced.

In addition, there is now the unknown vorticity strength of the~ wake panel

whose leniath and oirientation are also unknown. H-ence there are three aidditional

unknowns which need to be determined by a proper set of equations. (a) the

flow tanigency conditions provides it equations. (b) the Kutta condition provides an

additionial. equation, (c) thc Heclmholtz thcorcm1 provi des an equation. ibr the vort c-

ity strength on the wake panel.

Therefore two more equations are needed to determine the length arid orienta-

tion of the wake panel. These are obtained bymkng tile following assumptions. ic.

(d) the wake panel is oriented in the direction of' the local resultant Velocity at its
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nid-point. o the cInvul (); the -.,ake ranei :,propov-ilonai to ti~ Cle maLInIIO oftl

.,~)cat iesul tant ýici t-,. ;i its mid-poit 111 Mn Ih we u ne-sLj "'Ile : ULLI C,,fl('l ti

,and the hast two condition"S aefl'f II n'I-arf cq~LatloflS .AId therefore necessitate an

iteramie nowiuon procedure 1I . uure f. rom Ref >21. .ýhows tile rani netnod

r-epresentation for LinStCeAd IiloV
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Vortex shed~ding at little Step

I ~Ielmholtz's theorem

- Source I )iStributIon1 (I
Vorticily IDistribluzioll Y

0--

(Yk.I)

Lk

(VW)( LII

(V1k VI )k

IFigis-c (3.4) ImsiicI Me thIods Hepucscufaimi inFor U nsteady I low
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As stated heiorc. ihjecaorsen'S UtnerV or)I )sci iiaiinu 1:t1-17late !I' irioi is inlfl scid

inconiprcsslrHe -WO\\ %%~'eil .JaCurnenCteci. Therei'Mre. c n'arzc. re Y thle

!i nai tCirmuias. The ilt )i t on an airtbion {sCilIatifu, ý,t irecuiueicv ýI ViCfII ' \1

1 21

C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 C/-izj- C k] (2k (k).

k wj b U b is the semi-chord and "a' is the elastic axis

C(k) is the lift deficiency thnction and is -,iven by

If (k)
C( k) 2) 2) F ( k- 6 (k) (3,19)

ill k) 171' (k)

,.,here I 1-,,(k Is the H ankel l'unction ol' ,econd ki nd and is izlven ill termns

ot' I3ssei Functions as . 1 V-11( k) - Jn( k ) \,j k)
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F. GARRICK'S PROPULSIVE FORCE ANALYSIS

Garrick 15] applied Theodorsen's theorv to determine the thrust ..nd Jrag

generated b' an airfoil wThich exccutes a sinusoidal motion in pitch or in piunge.

lie found the follow mg lormula for the average propulsive force

,"Ib ) - (a.- b.) -- 2(a,

where a, - (iF

a,, i2:, 1.22 -0"_ < -] "14 1` II'_ - F 0 Ai

a b af - sn((p2-,) - P 2 - a cos ((P ,

(F/2) cos ( (P2 -(p,)) - (G/2) sin ( (2 - p,,)

b-, =b 2 [ - a/ 2 - F/k 2 + (1/2 -a)(G/k) ]

b4 (b/2) r 1/2 - G/k ) cos ( (p2- p, ) - (F/k) sin ( (p- - ]

For pure plunge, the average propulsive toi'ce is reduced to

P\ = rpbe!'h- F (k) -. G (k) (3.21)

For pure pitch, the expression fbr the average propulsive force is given by

t.pb ,-) [aU' - b (3.22)

where a, and b, are defined in ELquation (3.20).
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The expression for tile a eraue drau in Lc..luation (3 20) ,t (iarrickLs reiort

o7 I15].vas found to he in enror I1he correct ..x:NressIon as £InVe In IIarrICJIK

.;ubsequent ,eýview 321 is

I I - i 1I• 1 }

-'A here

G. ('OMIPARISON OF RESULTS

In a recent thesis. Riester 143 ] presentea i uetaiied comparison ,.ith

Theodorsens predictions .,. the lift and pitching moment computed with the Un-

steady panel code. Generally. good agreement was found. thus lending credence

to the reliability of the panel code. In the present work. we are interested in

the prediction of the thrust and drag forces generated bv an oscillating airfoil.

Calculations were performed to ascertain the panei code's capability . Figures

(3.5) to (3.7) show the comparison between Garrick's predictions and the nanel

code results. These figures present plots of the average propulsivc force coef-

ficient vs the non-dimensional plunging amplitude of oscillation. HBAR (ItBAR

h/c ), for three reduced frequencies. k = 0. 1 I and 2. The two methods are

in gzood aureement for small plunge amplitudes. \s might be expected. the

agreement starts to deteriorate with increasing plunge amplitude. The panei code

wvas applied to an NACA 0009 airfoil using N00 panels.
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III. IKSIINIA'lIKI PO)\X'IR REDUCT( ION 1)1'1-: M0I 1I(11 IFOR 011l-6A

11h0 Uiltilatc! OnjeCCIivC 01' this r-Cesa[Ctl ýas 10 0CLLI11L Mi e Inc cOCC 01 iinsteadv

.ierodvivnam Cs ol hle, measuredi DOWer' \ai tiCS .',Ifc IIQ 01--A16.\ OCF Vc otr C a-c!

c_'speci all v n1teicstcd il know incI 'All etherteec iccisC CGCiI (I Produce tile vow C[r

.Jiances recordied dorinue ihe NA\S.\ - .\rmv1% )Itlenl i~on 1i-lit L.,Sis Ill the Il'iht

FoWIllme 1mrm lover toI iol) L im~s.

Ill 0ldCm_ to cm'ii iate tile Chani.Le M ti'(1LIc doe I0 ) pipulhkie Co1C ( :ool-

pounds per hiae acl ue to Hii C. die i6lade span wýas oiviucid 111 sc~tm Oils \-

SUi Ill11 hover Coilditions. thle reCduIced frcucC \'~lC at CaCil hIade ýeCtIII on S xasCal -

culated "T'he pa~nel code was used to compute the propulsive l~orCe COetticiept.

Cd. at each blade section assumning pure plunge motion w,,ith a plunging am-

plitude of I1". The blade deflections, obtained fromn Wood et al 1271. were then

used to estimate the teal value of thle p1 unglinrg amvpi ittdes at e:ach hilade segment,

Finally, thle net blade torque could he calculated bY considering thle propulsive

;0Oce at eacnhI bade section and multipl~ing this - al ue tmm ies tile iotor iaw us. tmen

summing over the length of the blade. TFable 3.1I . fronm Ref. 1421 , shows thle

Oji--6i\ helicopter p~arameters that wýere used to estlimate thle prIopulOSive flices.

The most inipoliant parameters are. niumber of' blades. Q) ý4. iolor radius itt),

R 3.2. blade Chord ( ft). c -- b :- ..57. rotor speed ( rad/sec. L2- 49.2. and

helicopter weight (0b), 6(- 2550.
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'1ABLE:3.1 THEW 01-6,A. IHEICOPTER RMrOR PARACNETERS

Rotor vdldIUS (ft ) 1 3 2

Numinber of Hlades 4

Rotor -tpeed (rad'sec) 0)2

JBladc chord H(-t) 6
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Table 03.2) shows. at each blade section r R. the reduced frcauencv, k(r).

local speed. U(r). the computed average prouilsive force. P:. •r) ana the torque.

T j, t.ue to the nropuisixe :orce at each qiade •ecticn. '.umnminu tne esti-

.:iated tornue at each blade section. -.he resultant tcraue u, e to :i-e nronuisive force

per Hlade ,.as :ound "o be 8.1 fI-lb assuming pure tIMunLuin<_, nmotion with

constant piunging amplitude of I ::t each biade o Xnod et ai " a-

piled Garrick's equation and considered the effect cif the second to txeitfth har-

monic ioads. lie 1,und. f'Ur 2 P harmonic lHHC " n "0 deree chase at CO

knots -. that the power gained is about I1.3 horsepoxer. 7or more detaji. the

reader 7, rcferred to table 2 of .ef. ['71 Fi:ures "<,e! .... ade

Jetlections for several harmonics used by this reference. -hown in Fi,.zure 3,12)

is the avera,-e dra-z coefficient. Cdav. %ersus reducedl frequency as obtained with

the panel code for a plunging amplitude of 1" The airfoil used was \•ACA 0015

(OH-6A airfoil). The propulsive force. P\h, is given by

)\h= 0.5. p.. U . C dr. Cd (3.24)

and the torque. Txh, at each blade section is given by:

T , h = P \ , i ; . 5

where U is the local speed at each section. Cd is the propulsive force coef-

ficient as obtained by the unsteady panel code and r is the radial distance of

each blade section. For the OH-6A. the anuular freauencv. 3 = -0.26 rad/sec.

therefore the power per blade is found to be O.74 horsenower as Oiven bv y

P - Txh.Q . (3.26)
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TABI:E 3.2 LOCAl, REDICED FREQUENCY. K. (r). lI/Oil'lSlVi

FOR(C. A\h ( r) \ND ITORQIUE. l', (r)

r/r k (r/R) l'(r/R) Pjh (r/Rh (r/R)

I) I So3 604 40) m1 ' 122

2 4315 132.1 , S7 8 7 2,4

03 u 2877 1992 4 953( 4)44

0,4 ).2"8 265 o I 08 004

0.0 (.173 332.0 0.! i8 0.86

S') 0 144 3984 0,127 1.09

12 0.13.) .404.8 ) .13-4 I 32

0.o .) 1079 531.2 0.139 I 50

,, 5 7 (0 4) 1544 I S !

K~l ,', 1 I't-lb
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IABIEI, 3.3 (All•v vetrsus REIU)!ICEII) FRE(II [EN(CY Kp at lhibar I

kp 2 k C('dM

0.1 -0.0004937
0.2 -0.0018445
0.3 -0.003588
0.4 -0.0056899
0.5 -0.008108
0.6 -0.01082
0.7 -0.01363
0.8 -0.01724
0.9 -0.02057
1 -0.02457

1.1 -0.029702
1.2 --0.033156
1.3 -0.0379
1.4 -0.04291
1.5 -0.04822
1.6 -0.05382
1.7 -0.05972

1.8 -0.06592
1.9 -0.07241
2 -0.079203
2.1 -0.08633
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IV. ANALYSIS OF WA~KE

iNTERFERENCE IiFFEC]TS

A, INTRODL'(TION

The results of Chapter III Thwthat propuLISIVe lor'cs. ceeae olelv

oy piunuc oscillations of an airfoil are insufficient1 to :X611lfn ,:ie rokwer

'eduction observedi and measured on the 011-6A helicopter Therefore. a'1 this

,2haoter. -ye vxamine w.hether the pover reduction minthi be caausci 1hv :.,iorable

wake interference effects due to the wakes shed from precedling biades.

To this end. the extension of the unsteady panel code to the case of two

airfoils [25] was adopted and applied to the study of the wake interference effects

between two helicopter blades. Wake interference effects were studied in the

1950's by Loewv [4] by extendling Theodorsen's analysis. Loewv treats an

infinite number of lavers of shed vorticity placed beneath the rotor at a given

wvake spacing, and developes a modified h'ft deficiency "unction His interest

was, in the. nossihilitv of' wake-induced blade flutter- which restricted his analysis

to the determination of lift and pitching moment changes due to wakes shed

from preceding blades. A closer inspection of Loewy's paper suggests that it

should be! possible to use the same approach to examine drag anid propulsive

force chanttes on thie reterence blade due to %vakes shed from neilubbounnue blades,
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Further. ii is desirable to carry this one ,tep fILrther and invesiuuate the

case or a single \\ake shed f'rom the preceding blade \viltch interferes with the

wake shed from tile reference blade' lhis case ,ilo%\s a direct comparison

with theunsteady two-foil panel code.

A\lso. there are regimes of helicopter filight ,ýihere only the iirst iaver ot

,hed \ot-tcitv IS 01 C0fi" csUence. In the follo\\inu sccttons \ e I-lSt Jescnbe the

two-foil panel code and ('ouch's modification ut tile iLoev, ,naivsis. This is

"Vollowed by ,a presentation ,rnd comparison ol :he malor resCul ts.

B. I!NSTEADY TWO-FOIL PANEL CODE

The extension of the single airfoil code ( previously described ) to the case

of two airfoils requires no new building blocks. However, the two-foil analysis

requires the introduction of five frames of reference, namely two moving local

frames of reference which are attached to the two airfoils. two frozen local frames

of reference. and the inertial frame of reference. Furthermore. it requires the

satisfaction of the two Kutva conditions which are coupled non-linearly The

solution requires an iterative procedure to compute the two vorticitw distributions.

I.\ dctailcd Ncvclhnpiciii Of Ow, theor i, d&n'vcd and presietcd

in a vccctt >'1, Iihcsis ik Mlark ( ouch Rd I [l
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It aIlSO neces5sitates tile creation11 Of a1 'ýbroiti ne ,%ic nt cransifornms ill coor-

fii mites Ill Uit her, Or*l( I\ local friiae,. of retlerence 1,k the ul ohal 1rani e t' reterence

Fi nali. i't vequi res thle e~ten)Si()If 01' thle nil 1LIlIlCC coefiti ci en Ckfllceit to mCI uue

thle effect of thle second arll-oli x ith its ovn xx ake and it requires thle Introduction

of an additional I nilLiecflC coeffi cient, iamrel Vth~at on ;he \-.ake eitfil cilt Jue to

,he .x akeci eleinct from the other ai rtoi 1. it eacn a~ rlo'i I iltodiel led i th'II

j)anels. tlien this produces a 'N x I matrix . inch ;1 LnSeCIi~eI`IiV aiVed

N, GJauss 21iminatiOnl

Paneu j 3]xas onlly able to x en Iv thlIi :Ode 01mipai-iinU T!'C ,)IIpLIted

o)ressure' (i stri bIitionis x, th previ OLiS xx or' Iw K (!% jiesi ne 3 en!wsac

essarx' to f'urther evaluate the code by comparing its Output with otner k-Inown

solutions before applying it tC) the oscillatoRN blade interference problem. These

comparisons are given In section C.

The miain parameters used in this code are. the airfoil tYpe, number or'

panels. N. the relative locations of thle two airfoils, initial andle of attack. am-

plitudes oi osci ilation (pure pitch. pure pilunge or1-t i).l) frequencv )i' oscillation

for each airfoil, the pivot popins (for pitch cases), rise time( for ramp motions ).

These input parameters are inl thle file fTort. I

This program produces an extremlely lari-e amoun,11t Of oultout to thle Screen. It

Is convenient to wýrite the, Output to a file on a I'nix haseai machine during'

prouran rutns. Thle output file can utvr lgefr long, prourai juns (xvhen

thle timle hilstory Is long!)
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For this reason, the logical variable "output" ,%as added to the input file !I two

modes " true" or " false". When this variable is set to "false". the screen output

is not printed and the required outputs are redirected to output Files.

The following list describes the output files and the data they contain:

tort.2 This is for user supplied airfoil coordinates. if desired.

Cort.3 This tile contains the ,_,lobal coordinates of AFI at each time step.

fort.4 This file contains the Jlobal coordinates of AF2 at each time step.

fort.7 This file contains the lift. moment, and drag coefficients for both airfoils.

fort.8 This file contains the pressure coeff. for AFl at each time ý;tep.

tort.9 This file contains the pressure coeff, for AF2 at each time step.

fort. 10: This file contains the first airfoil's core vortex (wake) positions.

fort. I1: This file contains the second airfoil's core vortex (wake) positions.

fort. 12: This file contains the angle of attack at each time step.

fort.13: This file contains the v-axis translational motion at each time step.

C. LOEWY'S ANALYSIS

Loewy [4] developed a two dimensional model for the unsteady aerodynamics

of the blades of a hovering rotor, including the effect of the shed wakes. Figure

(4.1), from reference [40], shows his two-dimensional model of the helical

wakes. The wake in the case of a multi-bladed rotor in hover consists of

helical vortex sheets below the disk. one from each blade.
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\ sstim I ti si nuISOIdai mnoti on. the cioxvn\asti over ;!ic ivi'erence til'l i. IWi d

its \onrl~tv (lither 1.01_fld Or slICicd HIM be nAlrIlt(en !(spectivei% is)

"V -. 11 A 41

Where thle harreol quantitites are conmpilex HICi ndUCCed \LIoc~tV tv1 'I Jt oint onl

the ai rt'oii restliting, from an ci emcnt o' \ ortIcI rv ,i "trencilutilenra

point In the! '.akc i) hi': n b 4i

wvhere is the total number ot' blades and Ii is thle %.erti cal di~stanice net\\ en

SucccssiVe row)xs of \ortiCitx'. n is the nlUmber of revoliLiti on inde\,- ind I ist

nlumber of blades indc:< as shown In Fi~urce 41 I-lhe ,~k paci nu, h is defi ned

as [4]:

%Vhere LI i thle iInt)OW I ('16l (ct (I TIie-a\'crag.ed niormial to the dis5k),
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Ij
Airfoio "0".

"•"1.)-. - "-'- - . Y (X, t)0 0 i . .. . 7 . .. . _. '

\• N - , t .

Qh
IY

1 0

•-' • / • ,, • ' Y• , L'-(x,t)

n revolution number q blade number

Figtire (4.1) Aerodvyiinaic Ilnseady Model for a Nfulti-Bladed Rotor.

The total downwash over the airfoil can be expressed conveniently by summing

the integrals involving the bound vorticity and the row of vorticitv in the plane

of the reference blade with those for the rows of vortices below the plane of the

rotor

_ fc Y •~' L f Y"°(•)t/ "'- ' y ( ~( 4.)d

,. . ()24I,2Q224)
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The first two terms onl the riuht -hand side of this inteurai eqluation are those

that arise In thle classical uinsteady air-foil theorv )i' Theodorsen I- 1 he third

and fourth terms contribute the influence orf all the \orticitv ;)eiow ine TIa-ne

of the rotor disc. Loewv solved the inteiiral eauation usinuz Sohnuen's ;nversion

formula [3 11. and obtained his itdeficiency function, i k.imi'u. 'ýnlch isuiven

by

C (k.mn.h) F (kLm.h) -I G (kLm.h) ... 4....

w.ýhere k.is the reduced frequency (definea bx'vrt' m is 2-ivel iw lie

ratio ci,)A. h is the wake spacing defined before. and the real and imaginarv

parts of Loewvvs lift deticiencv function. F G are utiven v v[41

J A -(YB

-G' (k. in. h) =(I - -. fJ)- -J1 c.
A B

%vihere

A J (X+Y 0-JO -B13 YI J-J"CL

and

kh -kh
e e sin (2 7nim

kh ekhe 1h-'e -cos(2m) -ee 2cos (2-.m) e'
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Here it canl be seen that as the spacing between rows of vorticity, hi.

becomnes Infinlie. F' approaches F and G' approaches G~. Also as k tendis to

infinity, ('(k~rni.I) approachecs C(k). When hi is zero. all the ,,orticitv lies i

thle plane of' thle air-foill, ;I igiUlari ties result, and thle nmeaning of any obtained

resuilts. physically speaking. i-s not clear [4]. L-oewv [43, and Cou~ch [401 showed

plots for F and G v'ersuls reduced frequency k. Loewy treats ain Infinite

number of wakes and ('ouch explores a Finite number Including~ thce special case

)f' a sIingle wake. These plots show thle effects due to wvake phasing., III and

waespacing, hi. A case of' special interest is the wake sheddinlu froml one

preceding blade oniv~. For this case l~ocwvvs lift deficienicy function, C :cduces

to the following lift Function. C*, obtained by Wood and Couch 1,401:

C* F* I i 46

where F* ~

A''

Th poplsvefrc ceficen Anbcacltdndherstotie v
Wood ~ ~ ~ ~ V an Coc &40v, usn adG*ae

For ure lung : ~, *~h~(F)24c)2

Forý pureI pic J03, 2(F) rG2[ Iia)4 vi

-a~ ~ V1)( a( )
- IV 1  I

e 'khcos67



1). IENALI AT!ION' OF THlE TWXO-l Oil. I.XNEL CODF)1

>~ rianaivses i 8\aijabiC Ill [1C ý.~',(F IVIUIIIC tcaIe'11r1e Alii 1men M 'cr it

11ILteCa evaiuation oi1 tile t\\ 0-1011 paniel CcIC eee.r

r-ound Effect on Airfoil Lift in Steadv Flitylit

ika et al 1441 anal ze thle -,round vlcffc, on I-'-D tl at Fate !:Il

thle methou of co.-,orlnal transformation -15L ~zr -' a sno1v'S ulle Plinel COaCi

IQSUitS. Fi;Utire 4 11)craue i oniotika1 resuIs i. ,,2en nait inc i.%% A 0 U.etiods

-Ire M A-oou agtr~eineflt. ,i ¶I.-FI-LIC ure 4 I a and Ii'~r:43bslvtile camniariison ine-

tween thle result o~btainled i Ne Ye 141] t'or a i, 1J %0 nick RAE,10 I rfioi1 in

grudeffect and the panlel code prediction for a \ýA&A 0)010 at zero) angle 01

attack. The two results are again seen to be in good agtreemnent consideringu the

fact that the RA~lOI airfoil (whose coordinates are not known ) was approxi-

mated b,, a NACA 0010 airfoil

(ilauert 1451 defincd a f'actor 13 wilch gives the lift reduction on tho airfoil

in an unstaggered biplane configuration compared to the lift on at monoplane at

the same incidence. Table 4 1 gives the correction l"Acior for several non-dimen-

swioal biplane spacings, It is seen fromn ihis table and fromn Fi,,,ure (4 4) that the

two results are acuain iii reasonable agr(:-rerlet.
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C/CGo vs h/c

.. _Legend
' - - -• - - A O A = 2

.---. AOA = 6
F A- AOA = 10

S.-4- AOA = 14
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4 IF *)P-aI Veloc'ity Di) iilfol "I"'T*' vs X( P e Code
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TABIEI, 4.1 (CORRIECTION F:ACT(R IFOR A BIIIANIj

S I,/ 11 (_Code) I_-(,.. 1451i

0.501 (0.770 0.730
0.57 0.847 0.800
1.00 0.902 0.855
1.25 0.942 0.895
1.50 0.97 0.920

Another gi ound interferCnce studB is (IC to BaglCy [46 A. As can be seen from

the comparison of tile panel code (Figure 4,5 a ) with his predictions ( Figure 4,5

1) ), in ground effect. the lift is reduced over the upper surnace and increased

over the Iower ,;urace Asthe airfoil approaches the ground. the flow between

the airfoil and (pound ri reduced aid hence the pressure is increased.
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Cp vs XIC (SS.h/c=. 5 , A()A - i I deg'.)
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E. ANALYSIS OF OSCILLATORN MlADE I \TIKRFIAENCI: EFFEC( TS

roorMade iS Unlikely to pr-oducc a drau- redluction "Lill ic" o o~.ii h

0O--oA H HC 1ýower r-eductions [ 1 1. ý,oielv. i~ue : i-e i%'atz~imav -ec.e

investigate in lis section the possibilitV Of 11aVOraoIll iade. \\ The il1,u1erleence

Tfects. Consider toe arranuernent of' the t\, o airfoIls :,own In i ILo're (- 1) le

Wake shed frorn airtoil 2 inpinues airtol I the \ erticai spacing, ,et\\ecen

dhe t%ý a ai rfoio i' ails ne wa certail ia u..epenciinu, oln Me 11111i li1,aC 01,

oscillation of aiirfoil 2This cýase cannot he anaivzeu \ %itn it!,e ntaypnl

code because the ývortices start to penetrate Lihe seooanion Or I-eCaUsC Jhe

wakes shed ~'rorn the two airfoils come in contact wýith eachl other. as shown

in Figure (4 7).

On the other hand, if' the vertical nlon-dimensional spacing is twNo or more

no problenis occur. A second important parameter is the horizontal .,pacin,- be-

tween the two airfoils. This parameter controls the p)hasing between thle two

wakes Hence the unsteady two-foil code permits the analysis of' Luevvv - ar-

rangement for the special case of two .vakes. This case is considered by Wood

and Couch [40] in closed form and presented in Ref. [,19]. Fu~rthermore, the

single airfoil case is recovered if' the vertical spacing~ is chosen to le ante

because the effect of' the first airfoil on the secondJ must diniiiiish %xIith iticreas-

intg distance between thle two til61s
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Fi..ure (4 8). and F~iUure 4.9) show the computed lift and drag (thrust) co-

efficient for airfoil in the presence of airfoil 2. Both airfoils are oscillating

in plunge wýith an amplitude of () 14 ard a reduced frequencv Of (t" ()o 17 The

vertical spacing between the two airfoils is 200 In this case the lift and thrust

coefficients are found to be identical to tht. ones obtained from the single airfoil

code. thus showin,- that a distance of 200 is sufficient to recover sinule airfoil

results.

In Fi,_,urcs (4 10) to (4 21). on the other hand. the vertical spacing is reduced

to 2. For these calculations. the time step is 3 to .5 ;me units. T"he pinging

amplitude is again 0.14. the reduced frequency is 0.0617. The twelve figures

4.10 to 4.21 show four different cases of phasing between the two wakes. In

Figures (4.10) to (4.12 ,,e wake pattern, lift and drag are shown for zero

phasing, m = 0., Figures (4. 13 ) to (4.15) show a phase of m= 0.20833, Figures

(4.16) to (4.18) show the case of m-0.25, and Figures (4.19) to (421) show

the case of n =0.5.

A closer inspection of these figures reveals the strong effect of the wake

phasing. For m-0, airfoil # I eKperiences a reduction in thrust compared to the

single foil, whereas for m = 0.5 airfoil # 1 experiences a significant increase in

thrust. These results are summarized in Figure (4.22) where the single airtbil

results are also shown as well as the predictions by Wood and Couch [401

when specialized to the case of two interfering wakes only. The agreement be-

tween the two predictions is encouraging.
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Similar results are obtained for the pitch case. The airfoils studied are again

NAC'A 0007 foils. pitching about the quarter-chord point with an amplitude of

I degree and a reduced frequency of 0.0617. Figures (4.23) to (4.32) display

the same phasing vaiies as in the plunge case. These figures and the summa-

rizing Figure (4.33) show again that values of in near zcro and one produce

increased drag compared to the single airfoil case, but values of In near 0.5

produce th1rUSt, whereas the single airfoil produces d:ag. Both analyses, the anal-

ysis by Wood and ('ouch [401 for the special case of two wakes only and the

panel code, produce similar trends. I lowever, the ,Liantitative agreement is not

as good as in the plunge case. The precise reascn is not sufficiently understood

at this time. It appears that lhe resolution of thk: sucu.on peaks over the leading

edge and therefore tile computation of the thrusi is€ ,.•e s~i,;itive in t•he pitch

case than in the plunge case. Furthermore, it must l.;.t .;membted that Loewy's

analysis for an infinite number of wakes and that by Wood and Couch [401 for

two wakes are based on the flat-plate assumption, whereas the panel code requires

a minimumrn blade thickness in order to obtain accurate results. .', further evalu-

ation of the panel code cnn le done for the drag produced by a single airfoil

pitching about the leading edge. In this case the analyticaW 6wc.,ry of Garrick 151

and the computational results of Bosch [ 15 1 are available. i can Ce seen from

Figure (4.34) that the trends are again in agreement, but the .: fU.;l. :tL.lts deviate

flom (Garrick's and Bosch's results with increasing frequency These: ,,l-viations

must be attributed to the geometry differences ( flat plate verTo.j NAC,', 0C007 )

and the higher amplitude used in the panel code. Note that the pitch; ý airfoil

starts to develop thrt'w;t only at a reduced frequency gicater than abo~a- 1.8.
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V. PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY

AND FLUTTER ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters it was shown that a single airfoil which

performs harmonic plunge oscillations generates a certain amount of forward

thrust ( Katzmavr effect ) and that this thrust may be enhanced by the oscillatory

wake bh-d from the preceding blade if the frequency ratio or phasing in is in

the range 0.2 < m > 0.7 approximately 0.5. It was also shown that a similar

enhancement occurs for pitching blades. However, pitching airfoils develop thrust

only for relatively high values of reduced frequency, k > 0.6 by Garrick

results (5].

. urthermore, it is well known that a pitching airfoil may develop negative

aerodynamic damping and thus experience single-degree-of- freedom flutter. As

nown by Loewy [4], the possibility of flutter is enhanced by wake interference.

This is an effect known as wake-induced flutter. It is therefore of interest to

study the effect of various parameters on propulsive efficiency and on flutter

instability in more detail.
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B. PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY

The propulsive efficiency is defined as the ratio of the average Nork of

propulsion to the work required to maintain the oscillation. If this factor is zere

or negative, we expect energy to be extracted from the air and fed to the o,.cl..

lating system. For a flat plate performing ai flapping motion given hy li(t). where

h(t) = h,, el' t the result for the horizontal force per unii span. averaged over

one cycle, is given by [42].

D = -Ttpbo-h- I.- (k) + G- (k) (5.1)
k,)

where F(k) and 6(k) are the real and imaginary parts cf the Theodorsen lift

deficiency function C(k). For the case of pitching motion, the average horizontal

force per unit span length is iven by the fotlowing equation. (5.2):

D= -7pb (0 C4' F- +G( -L F(I + -K ( + a)

where cc,, is pitch amplitude and (a) is the position of axis of rotation. a = - I
c-UIIe IpUxIds jO L~' l~ ~l.l!{ • l~ 2 a = + : i. *L •^-,.--.

ieTuiuj 1 the trailing cdgc. Tineppulusi"

efficiency then is given by

DU = ... (5.3)
W

W is the average work required to maintain the oscillation. Foi pitch, it is

given by [42]:

W 7rpb 3 ('2 U& -a - ( 1a '2_ F( -a) G (5.4)
[ 2 k-
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l."o lhn~c, it is• wv'en by

\ nb ti() F(k) -- TpbhnJF (k) (5.5)
k

Ilien ihe elicictincv factor. il, can he expressed as. f'or plunge

(k) (;(k) (5.0)
hF (k)

Midl I,01 pitch

2 i kit,2.21• , I - 2• af 0i I kI I a

k k I(5.7)
(I

Fignire (5,1 ) shows lie plpulsive efficiency of a single plunging airfbil as

fI d I '0oll of" reduced fieqtuencv SIo~vl y flapping airfoils reach very high values

,•1 etici enicv, approacling oni e A.s (he frequency of* flapping is Increased. the

Cl'i.ie ncv tfil Is to 50 pcecent IPitching airfoils, on the other hand, start out m.ih

an el'fitcetcy of1 no moic than 50 percent at high frequency of oscillalion which

quickly falls to zero and to negaivye valIes With tI(ecreasilg fICUeCPCy. A negative

piopulsiie efficicency means that no woik is required to minain an tihe oscillation,

lil instead energy is exitacted Fiom the airstreal Ihis implies a loss of damping

and Ihliis the possibility of single-degrec-ol-fieedom ltitter in pitch.
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Figure (5.2) shows the propulsi\e efficiency of an airfoil which pitches about

the leading edge. The efficiencv q'ickly drops to negative values as the fre-

quency is reduced. As seen in Figure (5.2), infinitely large negative values are

reached as the inverse frequency approaches 24, corresponding to a reduced f,'e-

quency of 0.038. This is the flutter condition, as will be explained in more

detail in the next section.

Similar trends are found for other pitch axis locations, as seen in Figure

53 ( pitch axis is at the quarter chord and mid-chord point ). The three quarter

chord point is an exception. Here the propulsive efficiency is minus one at very

high reduced frequency, which falls to larger negative values with decreasing

frequency ( Figure 5.4 ). However, it is interesting to note that a small shift of

the pitch axis of only 0.5 % in either direction restores the efficiency to 0.5

for large frequencies, from which it starts to drop with decreasing frequency.

These results show that there is a fundamental difference between airfoil

plunge and pitch motions. Plunge oscillations of a single airfoil always produce

thrust, and the efficiency decreases as the frequency is increased. Pitch oscil-

lations, on the other hand, produce thrust only at relatively high values of re-

duced frequency, k > 0.6, This possibility of single-degree-of-freedom in pitch

flutter is discussed in more detail in the next section.
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C. SINGLE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM AIRFOIL FLUTTER

Consider an airfoil hiniged at its leading edge but elastically resirained from

rotating about this axis by a torsion spring with constant K,1 (ft-lb/rad!. The

airfoil is placed in a low-speed airstream so that the unstrained position of the

spring corresponds to zero angle of attack ci, Figure(5.5). The equation of

motion for this single-degree-of-freedom system is given bv

I (L.+K (L= M . (5.8)
+ '1

MV is the aerodynamic moment due to ci. (t) and I, is the moment of inertia

about the leading edge. Assuming that ct(t) = ct,, e"')' . then equation (5.8) can

be witten as

Ub -+ m 0. (5.9)

7cpb 4

where o,, is the natural frequency of torsional vibration and is given by
K

"( (5.10)

and mV is shorthand for the dimensionless aerodynamic coefficient and can be

written as [41]:

M = . L a+L( -+-a (511)Y4 2 Ir,)t i- t .t (5.11)
S ipb ci e W . .
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where a is the elastic axis position and at th leading edgie a - Ia 11,

is a complex number and it is a tUnction onlv of icduced flrequcncy, k c b/U.

l-quatioll (5,() can he split into teal and imaginaiy parts.

ReI m Re eI ( .. I. (5.12 a)

Im m - ................ . (5.12 b)1

Hutiter occuis at that valuIc of the reduced F'rcquencv vhcre Ihe i iagilnary

out-oft-phase pait oC the aeiodvnamic moment Oecoines zero. provided that ihe

coriesponding ieal (in-phase) part yields a non-imagia.iar' iLutter frequency.

Kaa

2b

Figure (5.5) An airfoil restrained to rotate zbouit its ieadinig edge

in, two-dimeuisiouii flow.
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Figure 5.6 shows the variation of the real and imaginary ( damping) parts of

the pitching moment for an airfoil pitching about the leading edge. It is seen

that tile pitch damping goes through zero at a reduced frequency of 0.038 This

value agrees with the previously found value using propulsive efficiency (energy

extraction ) considerations.

Figure 5.7 displays the comparison between the pitch damping coefficients

(note that the pitch damping coefficient is defined by Theodorsen [3] as

ct 7tk - " 1 %, I 5 1
-. M ( - a, (L , -M I a,!L , ......... (5. 13)

The difference in Cm shown in Figure 4.8 is due to a difference between the

M,., L, , Mh and Lh te:ms in Equation 5.13 as determined by panel code

( Riester [43] ) and Theodorsen's theory [3]. The imaginary part in Figure 5.7

is obtained by Equation 5.11 computed by the panel code and Theodorsen's

analysis. It is seen that the two computations are in reasonable agreement,

recognizing the difference in geometry ( NACA 0007 versus flat plate).

Systematic variation of the pitch axis location shows that zero pitch damping

is possible for axis locations upstream of the quarter -';hord point. No flutter is

possible, on the other hand, for axis locations at or downstream of the quarter

chord point, Figure 5.8. Loewy [4] has shown that wake interfereace greatly

increases the possibility of flutter. The unsteady panel code provides an oppor-

tunity to investigate and to extend this well-kncwn finding. This is a problem

which should be studied in more detail.
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VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

"This research was undertaken. to study the effect of unsteady aerodynamics

on reductions of main rotor shaft torque and engine power measured when

the 1-H-IC svstem was applied to the OH-6A rotor. In Chapter III vve study pro-

pulsive force resulting from pure plunge oscillation of an airfoil in inviscid,

incompressible flow. The results of flat plate theory. Theodorsen [3] and Garrick

[5], are used to validate panel code results. Comparison with Garrick showed

good agreement in pure plunge, especially, for lower values of reduced frequency

and amplitudes of oscillation.

Figures 3.5 to 3 , show the average drag coefficient versus plunging

amplitude for three values of reduced frequency, k = 0.1, 1, and 2 respectively.

it is seen from Figure 3.,5, ( reduced frequency, k is 0.1 ) that agreement

between the panel code and Garrick [5] is very good for a range of non-

dimensional plunging amplitude up to 15 to 20 o,, of the blade chord. On the

other hand, for higher values of k, the two results are in good agreement for

a range of plunging amplitude up to approximately 10%. Single airfoil code, was

used to compute the time history of the drag (thrust) coefficient of the NACA

0015 airfoil (the blade section of the OH-6A ).
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Figure 3.12 and Table 3.3 show the average drag coefficient versus reduced

frequency for an NACA 0015 airfoil which executes plunging oscillation with

I" plunging amplitude. The OH-6A data presented in Table 3.1. Wood 1421,

and Figures 3.8 to Figure 3.11 from Ref. [271, were used to estimate the

propulsive force per blade obtained due to plunging oscillation for I P frequency

case. In these tiuaures, the difference between the deflections when the HIHC

is " on " and " off " represents the plunging amplitude. rhe controller phase is

also signiflicant. Phase angle of o00 or 120" are those where helicopter vibra-

tions were most sever, whereas at phase angle of 300 " or 330". the helicopter

vibrations were sigznificantly reduced.

We look for the greatest power benefit to occur at the phase angle of

lowest vibration, that is 300" or 330. Table 3.2 shows the amount of propulsive

force and torque generated at each blade segment. The results of this table

showed that the contribution of IP (first harmonic) were 3 horsepower. Wood

et al [27], applied the Garrick equation and considered the effect of blade plunge

response in relation to the second to twelfth harmonic loads, lie found for 2 P

harmonic only (IHHC " on ", 330'ý phase at 60 knots ), the power gained was

about 11.3 horse power. For more detail, the reader is encouraged to study Table

2 of Ref. [271

I Wud I' R . I 1nvinaii. .! and RanIcsh Kolar. " I ighcl I Ialm milic C'ntrol

'rmtiscs Ipnlepvcd I)xrmminic interl'acc ()prtMMIn;' A(OARI) 'rocc-cdT, i!S(I

the 7S lh I light Mechanics l'ancj. May IP')9l]. 'eVllc . Spain
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Chapter IV, considers the influence of the rotor wake interaction and examines

whereas such interaction might cause favorable effects. First, the case of an iso-

lated airfoil ( single airfoil oscillating in plunge) with absence of wake was

considered (or thr wake located at great distance from rotor ). This is the "Katz-

mayr effect" case where the resulting drag force is a propulsive force. It was

the primary case considered by Garrick [51,

The advantage of the Panel Code is that it provides us with time histories

of unsteady lift, drag, and the wake trajectory, bv which we can better understand

and analyze the problem. In each case, the wake pattern was plotted in order

to be sure that the wake produced by the second airfoil would not interfere with

the reference airfoil. Also the lift and drag (or the propulsive force) were plotted

versus non-dimensional time, T* ( T* = t.U/c ).

The closed form solutions are based upon a very thin flat plate airfoil

undergoing very small motions when we model it in the unsteady panel code.

For the calculations an NACA0007 airfoil was selected. The airfoil sets at zero

mean angle of attack and the reduced frequency, k, is = 0.0617

For the OH-6A, the value of reduced frequency , k at 70 % radial station,

was calculated and found to be .!234 for the 32 Hiz exciting frequency. The

reference length used by the panel code is the blade chord or 2 b, so the 0.1234

reduced frequency corresponds to 0.0617 per the panel code definition. Non-

dimensional wake spacing, for single airfoil analysis, was h = 200 ( mathemat-

ically equivalent to infinite spacing, or we say that the interaction between the

two airfoil is very small)
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The amplitude of plunge oscillation was h,, = 0.14 ( by the panel code =

.07, for the same reason ). The panel code results are compared to other refer-

ences in order to know the code limits. The comparison of the code results to

that obtained bv Ref. [441, is shown in Figure (4.2). This figure shows the

relative lift coefficient of an airfoil ( a wing of relatively long span ) as it ap-

proaches tile ground for different values of angles of attack. The figure. showed

that dhe results estimated bv the panel code and the results obtained by Ref.

[44], are very close. For h/c ý 0.5 the results obtained by the panel code

are suspected,

Another comparison is shown in Figure (4.4). This figure and Table 4.1

show the correction factor, B, versus the chord-gap ratio in a biplane configura-

tion. The correction factor, as defined by Ref. [45], is the reduction of the lift

coefficient of an unstaggered biplane compared with that of monoplane at the

same angle of incidence. On Figure (4.3) and Figure (4.5), the local speed ratio

and pressure coefficient vs X/C are plotted and showed very good agreement

with Wegiey [46] and Bagley (1959), respectively.

The panel code is suspect whenever the wake generated by an airfoil

impinges on another airfoil. The numerical panel code method also encounters

difficulty with discontinuities. For these reasons it is important to carefully check

the time history plots after each computer run.
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In Figure (4.8), the time history of the lift coefficient, C1 . variation is

plotted. Shown in Figure (4.9 is the drag coefficient, CQ. versus ,he non-

dimensional time T*. We observe from Figure (4.8) that the lift varies as the

frequency of oscillation, with a mean lift value of zero as we expect. Amplitude

of oscillatory lift was found to be± 0.0510. Figure (4.9) clearly shows the "

Katzmayr effect". We noted that the calcuiated drag varies at twice the plunge

oscillation frequency of the airfoil Also. observe that the airfoil is generating a

propulsive force as indicated by the mean value of drag coefficient, which is

seen to have a negative value.

Looking to the computer printout at, at the non-dimensional time T*

0.0, steady state, the drag generated by the first airfoil was found to be

Cdlss = .000131 for NACA0007, which is the airfoil type that was used for

most of our analyses at zero angle of attack, and a to,2l number of panels

N = 100 ( i e 50 panels at the upper surface and 50 panels at the lower surface).

For NACA0009, (this aii:oil was used to compare the code results with that of

Bosch's for a pitching case), the steady state drag Cd.s was found to be .000 196

at N = 100 and .000113 at number of panels N =150

It is known that, for an airfoil at zero angle of attack, in an inviscid

incompressible flow field, steady state drag is zero, so in our calculations that

steady state drag was subtracted from the drag generated at each time step. Shown

in Figure (6.1) is the steady state drag coefficient vs angle of attack [371. Figure

(6 .1a) ;Aows the variation of steady state drag coefficient vs angle of attack for

three different airfoils- NACA0003, NACA0007, and NACA0012 at total number

of panel of 200.
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In this graph, it is shown1 that. for tile thin airfoil NACA0003 at zero angle

of attack, the drag coefficient is very small but as the anule of attack increases.

the drau coefficient highlv increases more t~lan in the cases of NACA0007 and

NACA0012. Fiure jo. lb) shows thle effect of increasing the total number of pan-

els N on the drag coefficient of the airfoil NACA0012. As the total number

of panels increases, the steady state drag coefficient accumulated error decreases.

Fiuures (4.10) through Figure (4.21). show the same case as above, that

of an airfoil oscillating in plunge, but with the introduction of a wake laver

in the near proximity of the reference airfoil (non.-dimensiozaai wake spacing, h

=2 ) for wake phasing, m = 0., 020833, 0.25. and i -n 0.5. These correspond

to phase angles of 0' , 75) , 9')0 and i80" , respectively'.

We see that the phase angles relate to tile phase relationship between the

reference airfoil and the wake layer of shed vorticity. These phase angles were

obtained in tile panel code by establishing the proper time phase between the

initiation of the wake vorticity and the oscillation of the reference airfoil. This

time phase is in turn a function of the frequency of oscillation which is directly

related reduced frequency, k. For the results presented here, for k = 0617, this

corresponds to 50.92 time units for m=0.0 ( 0" phase ); 61.53 time units for m

= 0.2083 ( 75) phase and 76.38 time units for m = 0.50 (180" phase ), etc.
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" thi reduced t'requencyv, k, changes, this corresponds to a change in

frequency (at given chord length and free stream velocity ). For k--) 1234. this

correspond 50.92 time units for m = 0.0, 56.23 time units fbr mi-- 0.2083, and

63.65 time units for m = 0.5, etc.

Figure (4.10 ) shows the wake position for in = 0.0, the case where the

wake shed from the second airfoil at h = 2 is in phase with wake shed from

the reference airfoil itself. In Figure ( 4.21 ), the time history of lift variation

is shown.

This is indicated by the solid line for ('11 . The dashed line. C'), indicates

the variation of lift on a second airfoil located at the point of initiation of the

wake layer at n = 2. Our discussion will focus airfoil, , indicated by the solid

line in the figures mentioned above, For an airfoil oscillating about zero angle

of attack, the mean lift is zero. We found that, while the mean lift is zero, the

amplitude of lift oscillation is smaller in the presence of the wake at zero

phasing. From these figures. we conclude that the effect of wake vorticity at

zero phasing is to reduce the " Katz navr effect".

Comparison of oscillatory lift values of the 75" wake phasing case. with

the case of no wake or single airfoil, shows that they are identical. since the

values at 75 degrees phase are the same as that for infinite wake. Table 6..1

proves this result.
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The time history of drag is seen to varv as twice the plunge oscillation

frequency of the airfoil. We also observe that the airfoil is generating propulsive

force as indicated by the mean value of drag, which is seen to have a negative

value. Results of 75 degree wake phasing case, confirm that there is a phase

angle, in, at which the effect of the wake vorticity on the refeience airfoil gives

the same results as when the wake is removed . It has been shown at a phase

angle of zero degrees that the shed wake vorticit, increases the drag on the

oscillating refe:ence airfoil. i.e. diminishes the "Katzmavr effect".

Conversely we found that at a phase angle of about 180 degrees, there is a

significant decrease in drag at the reference airfoil due to the wake vorticity.

This implies an intermediate phase angle at which the drag is identical to the

"Katzmayr effect". It turns out that such a phase angle exists. In fact, at this

phase angle the lift, drag and pitching moment are found to be identical to the

case of no wake, and match the "no wake" values identically.

Table ((.1) show the aerodynamic coefficients t:{I), CI(2), Cm(1), Cm(2),

Cd(1), and Cd(2) vs. Non-dimensional time. This table is a part of one of the

output files, It shows these aerodynamic coefficient vs time from the nondimen-

sional time unit 113.3 until 159.1. The phase angle at which this occurs is 75

degree or m = 0.20833, for the case considered here.
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Table (6.1) Akerolynamic coefficients vs Noni-diinciIsioInai time (from time

step 113 to 159) for the case of wake phasing, m=75 degree, wake spacing

h=2. reduced frequency k = 0.0617 and pluhging amplitude hbar =.14)

TTH?1 Cr(I) CL(2) CH(1) C?4(2) CD(1) CD(2)

iii.2qno12 0,006952 0.0149A5 -0.001387 -0.003432 -0.000011 -0.000039

114.563966 -0.001073 n .0on-.l30 0.000665 -0.001427 0.000000 -0.000011

1I.R3800-, -0.009081 -0.300881 0.002701 0.000614 -0.000009 0.000000
117.108714 .-0.016877 -n. 008p71 0.004674 0.002639 -0.000036 -0.000008

118.182468 -0.024266 -0.016644 0.006534 0.004599 -0.000079 -0.000035

119•.65502 -0.031067 -. 0.024005 0.008236 0.006446 -0.000133 -0.000078
120.928515 -0.037111 -0.030777 0.009738 0.008134 -0.000194 -0.000132
122.201469 -0.042247 -0.0167Q1 0.011001 0.009621 -0.000255 -0.000193

123.474403 -0.046347 -0.0418Q8 0.011994 0.010872 -0.000310 -0.000254

124.747137 -0.049307 -0.045q74 0.012693 0.011855 -0.000355 -0.000309

126.n20271 -0.051051 -n.048918 0.013077 0.0125i6 -0.000384 -0.000353
127.293205 -0.051534 -0.050659 0.013140 0.012929 -0.000394 -0.000382

12P. 5f6132 -0.050746 -0 .051152 0.012878 0.012994 -0.000386 -0.000393
129.lRIQ066 -0.048701 -0.050385 0.012296 0.012738 -0.000358 -0.000384

131 .112000 -0.045454 -0.048379 0.011412 0.012169 -0.000315 .-0.000358
132.384933 -0.041083 -0.045182 0.010245 0.011301 -.0.000260 -0.000315

133.657867 -0.035698 -0.040872 0.008825 0.010155 -0.000199 -0.000261
114.930801 -0.029433 -0.035556 0.007188 0,008758 -0.000138 -0.000200

116.203735 -0.022446 -0.029364 0.005375 0.007146 -0.000082 -0.000139

137.176669 -0.014910 -0.022450 0.003431 0.005358 -0.000030 -0.000084

118.740603 -0.007014 -n.014982 0.001404 0.003437 -0.000009 -0.000040
40.022537 0.001046 -0.007147 -0.000655 0.001432 0.000001 -0.000011

141.295471 0.009072 0.000865 -0.002696 -.0.000608 -0.000007 0.000000
142.qA640 n 0.0oI865 o.00 on.'; -0.004668 -0.002634 -0.000035 -0.0Ouoo0

I43.841139 0.024230 0.016627 -0.006521 -0.004593 -0.000078 -0.000035

145.114271 0.030990 0.023991 -0.008212 -0.006441 -0.000133 -0.000078
146.387207 0,036981 0.030761 -0.009700 -0.008128 -0.000194 -0.000132

147.An0141 0 042097 0. 036775 -0 .010948 -0.009616 -0.000255 -0.000193
141.913075 0.046093 0.041n03 -n.011926 -0.010867 -0.000310 -0.000254
l50.20?009 0.048996 0.04S960 -0.012610 -0.011850 -0.000354 -0.000309

151.47n043 0.050693 0.048903 -0.012985 -0.012541 -0.000382 -0.000353

152 .751877 0.051145 0 .050i43 .-0.013039 -0.012923 -0.000392 -0.000382

154 .024811 0.050343 0.051136 -0.012775 -0.012988 -0.000304 -0.000393

165.297745 0.048306 0.050371 -0.012196 -0.012733 -0.000357 -0.000384

lr,6.570679 0.045084 n.0483r4 -0.011319 -0.012164 -0.000314 -0.000357

57. 841613 0.040757 0.045167 -0.010163 -0.011296 -0.000260 -0.00031V

Ir9.116541 0.035427 0.040858 -0.008757 -0.010150 -0.000199 -0.000260
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The proper phasing is achieved by positioning the reference airfoil 76.38

time units to the riu. of the second airfoil, the airfoil that generates the wake.

We found in the case of the plunging airfoil that the wake at zero degree phase

increases the drag force, while the wake at 75 degree phase gives us close

results to "no wake at all" case. So, we expect that the wake at 180 degree to

increase the propulsive force. Shown in Figure (4.22), is the variation of the

average propulsive force coefficient versus wake phasing, m. The circles in the

graph represent panel code results for the parameters mentioned above.

Superimposed on the plot of the figure are the analytical closed form

results of the Loewy theory as modified for one wake, as shown in Figure

(4.22) from Wood et al [38]. Note the good agreement between the two sets

of results. It is likely that the agreement can be further improved by increasing

the nuiber of panel from 100, used for these calculations, to 200 or 200 more.

As was done previously for an airfoil oscillating in plunge, we will now

consider the case of an airfoil oscillating in pitch with particular emphasis on

drag or propulsive force. We will first look at the case without presence of

layers of adjacent wake, then look at the wake effect including the important

consideration of phasing. We will begin by considering the numerical results and

comparing these results with Garrick, Bosch, for "no wake" case, and then com-

pare with Loewy's theory when the wakes are included.
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Coi-sidered is the case of an NACA0007 a!rfoil set at zero degtree anale

of attack. The airfoil is oscillating with an amplitude I degree. The reduced

frequency is taken at k = 0.00i 7 and the non-dimensional wake spacing was

h 200, which is numerically equivalent to having the wake at infinitv. The time

history of the lift variation, Ci. and the time history of drag variation. Cd, reveal

the following. We observe that the lift varies as *the frequency of oscillation.

with a lift mean value of zero as we expect.

In contrast to the lift time history, the drag4 time history indicates Lhat the

calculated drau varies at twice the frequency of the pitch oscillation. The am-

plitude is given by Cd = 0.000192. The mean arag ,alue is found to be Cd

0.00009 and the mean lift is of course 0.0 at zero angle of attack.

For an airfoil oscillating in pitch with the wake layer near the reference

airfoil at non-dimensional wake spacing, h = 2. The case of zero degree phase,

where the wake below the airfoil at h = 2 is in phase the wake shed from the

reference airfoil itself. Review of the results indicates a reduction in the ampli-

tude of lift variation for the m = 0.0 case when compared to the case with no

wake at all (wake at infinity ). We see that the lift amplitude decreases. We also

see an increase in mean steady drag accompanies the reduction in lift amplitude,

for the case of zero wake spacing (m = 0). Proper phasing is achieed at in

=0.5. At this value, we found that the lift enhancement in this case of pure

pitch, is similar to what we found in the plunge case.
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B CONCLUSIONS

The most important conlusions that can be drawn from this research are,

1. For drag, in both cases of pure plunge and pure pitch. wake phasing tan

increase or decrease the steady component of dragL acinng on the airfoil. The

increase in the steady component of propulsive force due to wake phasing in the

case of pure plunge was sufficient to significantlv enhance the " Katzmavr

effect value of propulsive force.

2. For an airfoil oscillating in plun'ze or pitch. for optimum reduction in drag

and enhancement in vibratory lift, the phase angle of the wake vorticitv in the

single wake case with respect to motion of the reference airfoil should be about

180".

3. For an airfoil oscillating in plunge or pitch, the largest value of steady drag

and smallest value of oscillatory lift occurs -'hen the phase angle of the wake

vorticity with respect to motion of the reference airfoil is about ) "

4. For lift, in both plunge and pitch in the singie wake case. wake phasing can

increase or reduce the oscillatory lift acting on the airfoil. Where in the absence

of wake vorticity, the effect of oscillations decreases the !if (lift deficiency ).

With the wake present we also observe lift enhancement ( lift efficiency ).

5. There exists a phase angle, 75" for the case, ( reduced k := .0617 , wake

spacing, h = 2 ), where the effect of wake vorticivy on the reference airfoil is

identical to the case of the wake at infinity ( reprcsented in tle code by wake

Ih-- 200 ), or no wake vorticity at all.
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Applying these findings to the OH-OA case, we can add the following

conclusions

0. Measured reductions in power afe feasible when the "Katzmavr" effect and

thesis - reported wake enhancements are included.

7. Measured higher harmonic control results show least benefit at 100 knots

due to the wNake being transported greatest distance from rotor at this speed.

S. Poor repeatability of measured open loop performance data is to he expected.

due to shifts in vake position

9. For helicopters, it is standard rotor blade design to locate the center of

gravity, aerodynamic center, and elastic axis at the quarter chord point to avoid

flutter. This was illustrated in the analysis. Results of this thesis showed that

flutter is impossible for this condition without wake interference. However,

Loewy's results introduce the possibility of wake induced flutter. Future investi-

gations. therefore. will have to explore this possibility in more detail.

SIt..R. Woud. Max 1". Iatzicir. Ahmcd " , aiahnia, Mai k , :uud,

"On the Uinsteadv Aed LhmiIjaiis ui I ligher I arinomic Ctritiol "
P'aper No. L' 17, NinctL cnth u, opean U RotoicralIt I' ))lm. cernohifii)
lCoiio) Ital.v, ;cltcumbc I093,
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C RECOMMENDATIONS

I. A new fliuht test program. directed at studying helicopter performance, is

needed. The NASA-Army OH-6A program was dedicated to vibration testing.

2. Continued full scale IIHC tests in the NASA Ames 40' x 80' wind tunnel is

encouraged. In addition, it is suggested that tests be initiated in small university

wind tunnels to -,rifv the findinigs of this thesis.

3. Controlled whirl tower testinu is also recommended. ýince this allows careful

measurement and control of performancQ parameters.

4. A: wind tunnel program is needed to explore similar cases and to verify the

present research findings.

5. The panel method is a significant analysis tool that can be applied to study and

solve similar problems. It provides an excellent method fbr studying single or

two-degree-of-freedom flutter problems
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